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MAKING A SIMPLE ACCUMULATOR CHARGER

RADIO "RODS" -A NEW DEPARTURE IN VALVES
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WHEN BUYING VALVES,

REMEMBER.

CONDENSED
CHATS
By

DOCTOR DUCON
KIM

Paper Dielectric Condensers
For small types of paper condensers such as are
used in broadcast receivers efficiency depends very
largely upon the sealing compound which is used

to close the opening of the metal or moulded
container.

This is because the paper dielectric and the impregnating mater:al readily absorb mo:sture from
the atmosphere ultimately causing a breakdown.
Many condensers have no adequate provision of

this kind, but in Dubilier Paper Condensers assurance is rendered doubly sure by reason Of the
method used in the impregnation of the paper,
and by adequate seating of the finished condenser.
11 unobtainable from your dealer write
direct to us, giving his name and address
11PE LB
Cap< tit Ls up to 0.1

Marconi Valves are used by Imperial

yy

0.25...215

0.3 _2/5

Airways -The B.B.C.---Metropolitan
Police-Trinity House Lightships and
Beacon

Stations-Croydon

Tower, etc., etc.
For

0.2 ...2/3
0.4 ...2/6
0.5 ...2/6
1.0 ...2;'6
2.0 ...3, 6

Control

They are chosen

unfailing dependability.

XT...T7fra
Perfect quality demands the best L.F.Valves, and,remem-

(

ber-Cie first L F. stage is as important as the output

Marconi Valves possess all the qualities needed
for first L.F. stage efficiency-good magnification factor
stage.

PAPER
CONDENSER

-low impedance-large grid bass capable of handling

a generous grid swing, so giving a magnificent undistorted

These are the famous
Marconi Valves which will improve first L.F.
output to the last valve.

stage performance -1110 (2 Volt); L410
(4 Volt); L.610 (6 Volt); M.L.4, A.C. maim
(indirectly heated).
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UBILIE
CONDENSER CO. (1925) Ltd.

DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, N. ACTON, LONDON, W.
B.C. 4
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How Broadcasting House Grows-The Northern Regional-Rockefellow RadioThe King's Set- This Spiritualism Business-Summer-time Talks
How Broadcasting House Grows- that the new Northern Regional may be
Rapid progress is now being made with sending out a one -wavelength programme
Broadcasting House in Portland Place, before December. Then the second transLondon. The excavations and foundations, mitter will be brought into action after
together with the great retaining. wall en- tests, in just the same way that the B.P.'s
closing the three floors below ground level, were "introduced." The transmitters in
were completed during last autumn and Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds, Stoke, Bradwinter. In February last, work was begun ford and Sheffield will be closed down when
on the superstructure. The outer steel Moorside is in full working order, and then
the

when the set was presented that both the
King and Queen were delighted with it.
As a matter of fact there are several wireless sets used by the Royal Family, some
of them differing very much from that
which was designed by some B.B.C.

engineers in the early days when the
B.B.C. was a company.

This Spiritualism Business - The

North present fuss about spiritualistic perform-

will have a ances makes one wish that the B.B.C.
real know- would not always turn a deaf ear to the

ledge o f possibility of spirit broadcasts. One does
what re- not wish to be biased, but surely there are
gional con- few people who really are in a position
ditions are to carry out scientific spirit investigation,
like.
and the possibility of broadcasting in
Rocke- connection with this should not be ignored.
Too much time could be devoted tc
Radio - anything of this kind, but even at present

fellow
The

enter- there are many more futile things broad-

prising

cast than "spirit rapping" experiments.

Rockefellow,

the present hot spell, we can't help feeling

millionaire ,
Summer -time Talks --Here is a plaint
Mr. R. J. from a Crewe reader, with which, during

jnr., h a s in agreement. "Summer has come and still
started on a the B.B.C. continues with its winter -time
scheme (which programme scheme and with the same

will cost

amount of educational and dreary talking
matter. Now that we have two stations,
for building a why. can't one of them be used for a large
.:.50,000,000)

gigantic enter- amount of dance -music.
B.B.C. ingenuity ! This tree stump with a false centre concealed the
microphone used at the recent Warwick Pageant broadcast, and here

two B.B.C. " 0.8." engineers are seen attending to the wiring

tainment
house, includ-

ing a cinema

and theatre,

framework is well advanced and a good from which broadcasts will be made
deal of the exterior Portland stone has been on a large scale. As a matter of fact,
fixed. Thousands of feet of concrete floor- he had intended building a huge opera

ing have already been laid and the central house in the heart of New York City, but
brick too:or, which is to contain the studios now lie has turned to lower -brow ideas and
and their suites, is taking shape. Two many big people, such as Mr. David
studios below ground level are, indeed, Sarnoff, Mr. M. H. Aylesbury (chief of the
N.B.C.) and Mr. Owen D. Young of the.
already completed the rough.
The Northern Regional-Another American G.E.C., are to be connected with
thing which is progrssing, too, is the new it. There will be space in the new building
Moorside Edge station which, thanks to the for television transmitters.
The King's Set-Nobody yet knows
good weather we have had lately, has been
growing rapidly under tie builder's hands. how the new portable set at Buckingham
A B.B.C. official hinted to our correspondent Palace is working, although it was stated
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"RADIO

FIRST DETAILS
OF A

NEW DEPARTURE
IN VALVES

RODS"
AWELL-KNOWN firm of German
wireless engineers expects to
exhibit for the first time at the.

By Our German Correspondent
Dr. ALFRED GRADENWITZ

forthcoming Berlin Radio Exhibition
a new wireless valve. This valve,
both as regards its outside appearance
and its internal make-up, is radically
different from all those at present in
use I am given to .understand that
the grid, which, of course, in the case
of other valves is inside. is, with the new

of

valve, outside in the form of a metallic
coating on the bulb. Though similar
arrangements have formerly been tested in

the laboratory, they have not been found Note the
practicable.
The design, as the accompanying photo-

graphs show, is entirely novel and it was
evolved to ensure the output required as
well as an extraordinarily high degree of
stability In view of the flat and compact
shape the new valve has been given the
name of Telefunken "Rod."

a novel type

of

inexpensive

receiver.. One of these special receivers worked with Telefunken
" Rods" is to be first shown at the
Berlin Radio Exhibition.
This year the German Radio Ex. hibition is to be held from August
22 to August 31, and for the first
time will be in connection with the
Talking Machine and Record Exhibition. Both exhibitions will be
held in the newly constructed halls

size compared with

an ordinary valve

grouped in a square around the
Radio Tower in Berlin. In these

possibilities in the way of cheaper six halls will be shown the latest
small receivers operated from the achievements of the whole German

mains. These "rods" are not only
much cheaper in themselves, but
While not being intended to oust existing because of their special qualities
Tne Telefunken types of valves, Telefunken " Rods " are the of great insensibility to mains
" Radio Rod " outcome of a methodical search for new irregularities, they allow of the use

radio industry, the work that

is

being done by the German broadc-asting authorities and the broadcasting companies and the products
of the gramophone industry.

"BUILT-UP" FORMERS
INDUCTANCE values have a very pro- ebonite 1.1 in. thick, 3 in. long, and % in.
'. nounced effect on the selectivity and wide. Six of these spacers will be required
strength of the received signals. It is for each former. It will be seen that slots
with this fact in mind that many con- are cut across each ebonite strip; each
structors carry out experiments and so slot measures in.s wide and 3 in. deep.
in. apart. If a coil with
attempt to find just the right values suit- The slots are
eight sections is required a plain portion
able for their particular circuits.
The difficulty is increased when a coil will result at each end : one % in., the
suitable for long and short waves is under other .-38 in.
If 4-B.A. clearance holes are drilled
consideration. At such times it is an
advantage to have a number of formers through these blank pieces the spacers may
handy on which coils may be wound. By be attached to the cylindrical former with
using more than one coil, comparative nuts and bolts at one end, and at the other
tests may be made rapidlyand with a greater end terminals may be used. By this means
a six -pin base is unnecessary, as the windings may be brought direct to the terminals,
and the necessary connections made to the
various components of the set. Such
security of fastening, however, is scarcely
necessary, as the subsequent windings tend
to hold the ebonite in position. The spacers
may be stuck to the former with Seccotine

and held in position with elastic bands
Fig. 1.

A completed former

degree of accuracy. The formers described
here can be simply and quickly made up;
the materials used will be found in almost
any experimenter's junk -box. The sizes
can be varied- to individual fancy.
A coil former (Fig. I) could have the
sizes set out below. Fig. 2 shows a portion

of one of the spacers. It is constructed of

until the adhesive has set.

the former and the turns rest partially on
it.

Many

experimenters

will

possibly

prefer coils with the maximum air space
around the windings. This can be achieved

quite simply by using spacers which are
placed edgewise on the formers. Again
12 -in by 1/ -in. ebonite may be used, but

Fig. 2.

Portion of spacer

for this work the slots must be cut in the
edge of the ebonite-across the 1/4 -in. face,
and not across the i/2 -in face. These spacers
should be mounted with adhesive, as sug-

gested before. When constructing space wound coils it is an advantage to use eight
spacers to each coil, as this will hold the .
windings clear of the curved surface of the
formers.

Single -layer Coils
Single -layer ain:spaced coiN may also be

made, if desired. For this type of coil the
A suitable former would be 3 in. long ebonite strips should have evenly spaced
and 21/4 in. diameter; it may be -of the saw -cuts Made on the 1/3 -in face. This can
"treated" cardboard type, though ebonite be simply &me if the whole of the strips
tube will provide a firmer foundation and are placed in the vice, and the saw -cuts
is unlikely to warp, due to the stress of the made across them. The regular spacing
windings.
can be readily marked off if an old clock
wheel is run along the surface, the cogs
Greater Air Space
So far, spacers have been described leaving indentatior:s which may clearly be
which allow the windings to sink towards seen.
H. P. WILSON.
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HOW O.B.'s AR

DONE
By W. H. 0. SWEENY. Formerly of the B.B.C.
Engineering Staff
"AND now we arc taking you over to
the Rushmoor Arena, Aldershot-"
The announcer's voice is silent, and in the
distance are heard the skirl of the pipes, the
rattle of drums, and the rythmic beat of an
army on the march. And for the next two
hours our familiar home surroundings have
melted away, and we are out under a starry
mansky along with the flower of
hood, and live again in those stirring times
when men gallantly fought and died with

sabre for the country'S weal.
" The Last Post" rings
And then
stillness
over the now silent plain

pike-1----ind

.

.

.

.

.

broadcast is much more

comprehensive than

might be supposed. Let
us, for instance, follow

up the preliminary arrangements

of

The B.B.C. Outside Broadcast Van

the

" Tattoo O.B." that have to be made.
We must go back several months prior
to the O.B. The director of 0.B.'s is considering the fact that in the near future the
Aldershot Tattoo is taking place and, as
usual, it must be broadcast. Formal permission has first to be obtained from the
military authorities at Aldershot. This
having been secured, the matter is referred
to the O.B. Engineers' Department.
Generally speaking, the Aldershot O.B.,
being an annual event and therefore more
or less cut and dried, is not at this stage
going to be the cause of any lost beauty

once more
our favourite announcer wishing us " goodnight."
How many of us, as we regretfully switch
off our receivers, stop to think of the many
hours of preparation spent by, not only the
Savoy Hill staff, but many others also, in
order that the two hours' broadcast should sleep in the O.B. Department. There is
"go over" without a hitch. The initial pre - plenty of time for that later. However, the
.

.

.

and the familiar voice of

paration of an outs'cle

.

lines have to be arranged.

This necessitates an agree-

ment between the B.B.C. and

the P.M.G. for the erection

that the lines have passed the necessary
rather stiff tests for insulation, etc.,
the P.O. men, except for maintaining
them in this condition, have finished their
share in the preparation.

Microphone Positions
Some time previous to this the microphone positions have to be determined
upon. Rough points are chosen, though
the actual positions cannot be fixed until
the rehearsal. The next step is to have
lines run round the arena connecting the
microphone points to the P.O. terminal
point. This will be the site of the O.B. van,
the B.B.C.'s portable studio and control
room. One year these lines were run by a
company of Royal Engineers, and a very
good job they made of it, too. They were
taken right round the arena in trenches,
afterwards being covered over, the work

and rental of certain lines
between the arena and the taking over a week to complete.
nearest telephone exchange,
In the meantime, the control van has

also the use of two between been overhauled after its previous job, all
Aldershot and London. When batteries in it having been charged (the
the engineers have decided on charging apparatus being in the van, of

the actual place of termina- course). Then comes the day when the
tion of the lines at the arena first tests are to be made. Savoy Hill gets
(this is usually the same each into touch with the P.O., and ensures that
year), the P.O. prepares an the lines are connected through the Alderestimate. This is O.K.'d by shot exchange, and can be put through
Savoy Hill, and the P.O. pro- O.K. via Gerrard, to the B.B.C. control
ceeds to run the lines about a room that day. The B.B.C. O.B. lines
fortnight before the broad- engineer, whose sole work it is to look after
cast. The lines are run over- O.B. lines, has previously tested the lines
head from the Aldershot thoroughly, and is satisfied that they are
Trunk Exchange to a point good enough for the job. The van now sets
close to the arena, by ordin- out for Aldershot, filled with a varied
ary telegraph poles. At this assortment of gear, and with three engineers
point, they become lead cover-

ed cables and are brought

in attendance.
On arriving at the arena (and having by

through the trees by devious virtue of its special pass, got past the
routes to the terminal point. sentries), it is parked close to the P.O.
This is a hole dug in the terminal point. The first thing the engineers
ground, and covered for pro- do is to test the lines. Having spoken to
tection by a galvanised iron Savoy Hill over each of them, a series of
sheet. Having done that, and tests is carried out with the control room,
An !flier:or view of the O.B. Van

having assured

themselves

(Continued at foot of next page)
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For the Newcomer to Wireless:

CHOOSING A

1,1

DETECTOR

WILL you help me to choose a amplification factor, which is as non-

would recommend something of smaller
detector valve for my set? Which microphonic as possible.
impedance-say a first L.F. valvedo you think is the best ?
to those who live within fifteen or
What about impedance ?
There is no best detector valve,
This should certainly be on the low twenty miles of a high -power trans-

generally speaking, for everything depends upon how you mean to use it and
what you want it to do.
Please explain.
Well, first of all, are you going to use

side as transformer coupling follows, mitter and want first-rate quality
Just why?'
for this `;gill give you bett quality.

Well, the average medium -impedance
High magni`ication and low impedance
mean a big mutual conductance figure. valve even with 15o volts on the plate

You won't go far wrong, then, if you will not take a grid bias of more than

grid -leak -and -condenser rectification, or choose a valve of ;:he medium -impedance

2 or 3 volts when used a,s an anode -bend

This means that it can cope
do you want it for the anode -bend class with a good mutual conductance. detector.
properly only with grid swings of
method ?
Well, what about anode -bend detec- double these amounts. A first low Actually I have two sets, one of which tors ?
frequency valve, though, will work with
has a leaky grid -condenser rectifier and
In the "quality" set it is essential a very much stronger negative bias and
the other an anode bend.
that the detector shall not be over- can therefore handle much bigger loads.
In the old days I would have told you loaded. Nov our four high -power
Doesn't one lose amplification in this

that it was good practice to follow a stations all use pretty deep modulation. way?
grid -leak -and -condenser detector with One has therefore to cater for rather big
To a certain extent, though the loss
transformer coupling and to use resist- voltage swings on the grid of the is net really very serious. A good valve
ance -capacity after a "bottom -bender." detector.

This means that with an with an impedance of about 7,500 ohms

To -day, though, you can use a trans- anode -bend detector in such a set a
former with either, since such enormous pretty heavy grid bias must be used.
improvements have been made in these Choose, therefore a valve again with a
components. Now, you employ your good mutual conductance figure, the
grid -leak -and -condenser detector, I sup- curves of which show that the working
pose, in the set that you use mainly for' point can be adjusted near -the top of
the lower bend by the use of a plate
long-distance work?
voltage of from ioo to 15o And quite a
Yes, that's so.
You do so because it is rather more considerable negative grid bias.

say, its amplification factor- will, be_

round about fifteen. Typical. H.F. or
medium -impedance

valves

show

an

amplification factor of zo or a little
over and a mutual conductance of only

about one.

In actual use you will

hardly notice the difference in the
amplification obtainable, though you

Is an H.F. or medium -impedance
Then what you really valve suitable for the purpose ?
may find quality much improved with

sensitive than the other method to
weak signals.

should have a niutual conductance in
the neihbourhood of two.- That is to

want is a valve with a fairly high

Generally speaking, yes, though I the lower impedance valve.

FRAMING OR PHASING ?
MANY reports are appearing in various cases is that dealing with the vertical posi- bottom. The usual parlance is to say that
quarters concerning the reception of tioning of the image within the mask pro- the picture has to be " framed," and it

television transmissions by the Baird process through the Brookmans Park stations.
Individual difficulties have been encountered, as one would expect, but ingenuity
has been brought to bear in order to overcome them and make the received image

vided at the back of the lens assembly would appear that this is the correct term to apply for the controlling process itnframe.
That is, if the picture is split about a volved with the television image The
horizontal line it has to be moved up or expression "phasing," which irs used by

down so that it is viewed in a central posi- some writters, surely applies to a right- or
tion. This process, which is effected by left-- and movement of the image when the
as perfect as possible. In reading the moving the synchronising coils bodily," picture has reached a steady condition
reports, however, it is most striking to see around the motor frame, is similar in owing to isochronism being established,
how the terminology of the subject of tele- character to what is done at the cinema but is out of phase with the transmitting
vision has been differently interpreted by when, say, an artiste's feet appear at the end, and hence cannot be truly synH. B. C.
each individual. One of the most marked top of the screen and the head at the chronised.

" HOW O.B.'s ARE DONE "
(Continued from preceding page)

to determine the characteristic of the lines.

These tests show the relative value of
frequencies, from the lowest to the highest,
which the lines will transmit.
As readers know, Post Office telephone

lines vary in their suitability for transmitting the different musical frequencies in
use, the usual effect being that the low and
high notes are suppressed, while the middle

tones are allowed to get through almost
untouched. This state of affairs can be
corrected, and once the characteristics of
the lines have been determined, suitable
values of inductance, capacity and resis-

that is, microphone, amplifier, H.T. and
istic curves of the lines to assume a more L.T., inter -communication telephone, headphones, and change -over switches. Every:
horizontal position.
Once the "music" and "control" lines thing is duplicated for safety.
Lastly, the final " mike" positions having
am e proved satisfactory, attention is turned
to the microphone lines. Each one is tested been determined. during the rehearsals, and
(there may be any number up to six), and a the complete programme and order of
microphone connected on each one. All procedure thoroughly memorised, the
being satisfactory, a number of microphones engineers can take a breather, and hope
are slung up, the positions possibly being that the weather will be fine. Incidentally,
altered later during rehearsal. Two micro- if it rains at the Tattoo, the man who is
phones are placed at the side of the arena most unlucky is, the one attending the
opposite to that on which the van stands, distant microphone point. A small portable
and owing to the lengths of line separating tent is used to protect the gear, and as
the points, local amplifiers and batteries it is scarcely large enough for anything else,
have to be used. The gear here is a replica the poor engineer would be unlucky in a
of that used at the more ordinary 0.B.'s- shower.
tance are added which cause the character-
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A SIMPLE ACCUMULATOR
FOR USE
CHARGER ON A.C. MAINS
A useful device that you can assemble

in an hour and will

obviate those

journeys to the charging station
higher current in

the smaller

resistance in

either the "common" or

"14.5" transformer lead.
condary winding.
This resistance should have a maximum
Thus from the value of ro ohms and should be a well -

A photograph of the
complete instrument

ready for plugging
into the mains

NOWADAYS everybody is saying pleas-

current of two or

se-

secondary o n e
has a charging
three amperes, al-

constructed wire -wound component capable
of carrying the full charging current
without overheating.

ing things about the advantages of though the current taken from the mains
The two terminals on the small ebonite
alternating current mains for working wire- is but a fraction of an ampere. That is strip at one end of the baseboard are
less sets, and, of course, for the derivation where the saving with A.C. mains

of high tension from the mains and the evident.

is

working of A.C. valves alternating current
The secondary output is still alternating
mains have everything in their favour over current, however, and it must be rectified
D.C. supplies.
before it is suitable for accumulator One thing that is rather bard on pos- charging. For this the new Igranic-Elkon
sessors of A.C. mains who do not wish to type Xr6 metal rectifier is used. These
go to the expense of fitting A.C. valves is rectifiers operate on a novel principle, are
that, comparatively speaking, it' is more very efficient in action, and have the merit

marked positive and negative respectively,

and care must be taken when making the

connections in the set to get the leads
to these and to the metal rectifier the
right way round. An error in this would,

of course, mean that the accumulator
would be charged round the wrong way,
the charging current being reversed.

Connections
The circuit employed is a straightforThe twin cable used on the primary side
ward one, and as the charger must not be of the mains transformer, for connection
used when the set is in action no smoothing to the mains, should be of good quality,
LX condensers are needed.
and cheap flex should be shunned, for it
often is found that in the poorer qualities
Few Components
the insulation is faulty; and internal short A few small incidental components are
of low cost.

ti.C.Mains

Metal Rat

The circuit of the charger

needed to make the charger convenient in
handling, and all the parts needed to build

difficult to charge an accumulator from up the charger exactly as shown by, the
A.C. than it is from D.C. This difficulty photographs are given in the following
is often greatly exaggerated, however, and
there are certain advantages, one of which

is economy. There is not so much power
wasted with A.C.

A Cheap Apparatus
What deters many people from accumulator -charging from A.C. mains is the fact
that a special rectifier is needed, whereas
with D.C. mains a lamp in series with the
supply suffices; but the necessary parts for
A.C. charger need not be expensive and
they can easily be wired together. Nothing

list :-

Baseboard, g in. by 6 in. (Pickett).
Special mains transformer (Parmeko, type

MI6).

Metal rectifier (Igranic-Elkon, type X16).
Ebonite strip, 3 in. by 2 in. (Becol).
Two terminals, marked : L.T.- and L.T.

(Belling -Lee, Clix, Eelex, Igranic).
Length of twin flex (Lewcoflex).

The rectifier is connected across the ter-

minals " common " and "14.5 " on the
secondary of the transformer. The primary

connections must be altered to suit the

mains supply. One mains lead of the twin
could be simpler than the little charger flex should be connected to the " common"
described and illustrated herewith, which terminal and the other should be conto the 200, 220, or 24o terminal, as
consists essentially of only a mains trans- nected
required.

former and a metal rectifier as shown in
the photographs.

The output will be suitable for charging

The connections are very simple and any normal two-, four-, or six -volt accumu-

the theory of the circuit is that by means lator, but when the smaller sizes are being
of the transformer, the voltage of the mains charged it may be advisable to insert a
-200, 220, 240, or whatever it may beis stepped down to a more convenient
NEXT WEEK :
voltage for charging, 14.5, and owing
AN EASY -TUNE
to the ordinary transformer laws the high
voltage and small current in the primary
2 -VALVE SHORT -WAVER
induce a low voltage and correspondingly

A plan vie',v

:

note the very simple construction

mrt/P fir Wireless
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circuits 'between the wires may oe set up rate, then it would be advisable to conwhen the full mains voltage is applied, nect an ammeter in series with the accualthough the flex may give a safe reading mulator whenever the output is regulated.
The positive terminal of the accumuan test with a low voltage.
A mains plug of the right size and type lator should be connected to the positive
for the socket should be used, and if this output terminal, and negative to negative.
connection is made properly there is really This may seem obvious, but there are
no need for a fuse in the supply lead. No many people who have ruined batteries
by connecting positive to negative, as is
switch is necessary.
Two or more accumulators may be done when connecting batteries in series.
In the interests of safety, never charge
charged in series at the same time, provided the total voltage is well under the an accumulator while the set is working,
maximum delivered at the charging ter- and when it is still connected to the set's.
minals, which should be tested with a L.T. terminals. Completely disconnect the
voltmeter. If the series resistance already battery from the set, and attach it to the
mentioned is used to control the charging charger output terminals.
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There are only two
components required

the charger -

to build
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The layout and wiring diagram

the rectifier and transformer

AIRCRAFT WIRELESS

The transmitter is controlled by a piezotransmission is particu- electric crystal which prevents fluctuation
SHORT-WAVE
larly advantageous when signalling in wavelength in spite of unavoidable
from the air to a ground station. Recent engine -vibration.
experiments have shown that it is possible
Reception in the air of signals transto receive aircraft signals on a 40 -metre mitted from the ground is a more difficult
wavelength up to a distance of 500 miles, matter. In the first place efficient screening
using a power output of 'only two watts. is necessary to cut out disturbances from

the ignition system of the engine, and in

the second place mechanical vibration
gives rise to " microphonic" noise and distortion. The latter effect has recently been

overcome by using a quartz -controlled
local oscillator in the receiving -set adjusted
so as to give a constant frequency beat note
B. A R.
with the incoming signals.
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far more noticeable in a moving -coil

speaker of good design, due, no doubt, to
the absence of marked resonance. In many
as most readers will have discovered. normal cone or horn loud -speakers the
Audible tests are perhaps of greater impor- resonance is of sufficient magnitude to
tance, but they require careful attention cloud over the minutest details of distorand memorising of tone and volume if the tion, and in good types of cone loud -speaker
results of adjustment are to be appreciated one can obtain pleasant reproduction.
fully. In carrying out tests on distortion,
What Being Televised is Like
some types of music are of considerably
more value than others. For example,
I walk into a studio of comparative darkone can hardly expect to trace the effects ness. Over the piano a reddish -orange light
of a delicate adjustment when listening shines on the music. From behind a screen
to a banjo solo. Distortion does not there is reflected a white glare, though not
readily show in the reproduction of many so intense as I had expected.
wind instruments, such as clarionets, oboes,
The announcer touches my elbow and
and comets, also not in violin solos urges me forward so that I can see what is
or 'cellos. But when you come to a string going on behind that screen. A pretty girl
quartet, well, one can understand why so is singing, her face and shoulders illumimany listeners are averse to chamber nated by a strong beam of light which is
music. I believe that only the smallest constantly moving. The announcer nudges
fraction of people, having heard good me, and points to a box -like thing fixed to
music played by a good string quartet in a the wall through which the light is coming.
hall, would say that the sounds were un- The photo -electric cells, the wonderful
couth and horrible; yet when a great many electric eye that has made television
of these people hear broadcast reproduction possible.
How does the girl face that light without
they are, to use their own words, horrified
blinking? Shall I be able to keep my eyes
by the cacophonous sounds.
open in front of the glare? I go hot and
WOBBLING milliammeter pointers are
not the only kind of test for distortion,

Small Points to Observe

cold by turns. An attack of "televisor

Here, I think, the reproduction is really nerves," own brother to my old enemy
to blame, for instead of hearing the fine "mike fright." The girl stops. The anblending tones of four stringed instruments, nouncer steps into the light and says his
the reproduction often sounds very harsh little say. Now I am for it.
and quite unmusical. I have made a study
I have already been told that once I step
of this matter in a small way, and believe into the light my every movement will be
that the unfortunate effects are to some visible to all those who are "looking." Is
extent controlled by the roughness of the my tie straight? Have I passed my fingers
play, the difference being that in repro- through my hair and made it stand on end?
duction, unless the amplifier and detector
No Discomfort
are working under ideal conditions, the
There is no glare, or nothing to worry
worst qualities are greatly magnified. In
the concert room, the beauties of tone are about. As a matter of fact the light beam
foremost and the roughness of less im- is terrific; but it is so small and travels so
portance. Even the best reproduction of fast over my face that it is never on my
string music that I have heard is far from eyes for a sufficient time to cause any disperfect in this respect, but by paying comfort. Feeling that I can be seen, as well
special attention to small points such as as heard, makes the whole thing far more
detector loading, it is often possible to intimate than ordinary broadcasting. Dash
make a marked improvement in the result. it all, what does my nose want to itch for?
That is why I find a string quartet or a If this was ordinary broadcasting I could
string orchestra so valuable for adj ustments. scratch it. Suppose I mustn't, in front of
the " eye." Doubtless in the studio of the
Reduce the Volume
future there will be a big notice put up,
It is more easy to discern distortion if the like that one about coughing : "Don't
volume is turned well down, and the ear scratch your nose or thousands will laugh."
Well, that's that. I look towards the
placed near the loud -speaker. My procedure
with regard to the detector stage is to announcer who gives an approving little
.1just carefully both pre -detector and nod and beckons me to come out of the
post -detector volume controls until the light.
Thank heaven ! Now I can scratch my
roughness is least noticeable, then turn up
the volume to a normal value by alteration nose !
of the post -detector control.
Better Conditions
These inequalities in reproduction appear

Conditions for long-distance reception are

extraordinarily good at present for the time
of year, which may possibly be due to the
series of rather cloudy days and nights that
we have had. Stations that I am hearing

well at the present time are Rome, Milan
(at times), Kattowitz, Frankfurt, Toulouse,
Breslau, Ninnburg, Cologne, Turin, Bratislava, and often Bordeaux, of those on the
medium waves. Higher up, Huizen, Kalundborg, Warsaw (at times), Motala (distinctly improving), the Eiffel Tower, Zees -

en, Radio -Paris, and Hilversum have all
been good. Readers, by the way, should
note that Hilversum and Huizen have just
effected one of their periodical change-overs,

which means that Hilversum is now working on 1,875 metres and Huizen on 1,071
metres.

The Short Waves

The short waves continue to be below
par, on the whole, though certain stations
are generally to be pretty well received unStill, I
less violent fading is in evidence.

do not think that atmospheric and ether
conditions are entirely to blame for our not
receiving the American short -wavers so well

as we did a year or two ago.

It is, as I

pointed out, extraordinarily difficult to obtain -reliable information about them, and,
so far as I can make out, the various relays
of KDKA and WGY, as well as some other
of the more important wavelet stations, are
using only a small amount of their available
output except on certain special occasions.
When they do turn on the juice they come
through excellently, and many people jump

to the conclusion that there has been a
sudden change for the better in conditions.

A Simple Test
You can satisfy yourself that the receiv-

ing set will work well, provided that the
sending station is pushing out the aerial
amps, by listening to the transatlantic and
other commercial telephony stations for a
bit. A whole host of them are to be found
between 14 and 18 metres. The Dutch

stations in Java, too, are often strong

enough to give full loud -speaker strength
with a two -valve set during the afternoons.
By the way, don't be surprised if you fail
to find quite a number of the short-wave
stations given in some of the lists when you
come to try for them. Though the hours

in which they are in operation are often
stated quite definitely, these are in many
cases wrong, and in not a few instances
stations shown as being in regular operation
closed down some time ago, either temporarily or permanently.

Washing Out Capacity Effects
You may have noticed that with the best
of two -valve short-wave sets, consisting of

ertiuttur Wirelts1
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a detector and a note -magnifier, queer cap- screen volts a big increase in both imped- he mentions than you and I have with the
acity effects manifest themselves when you ance and amplification can be obtained, man in the moon. Remember ,.this, and
drop down below about 2o metres. If you though, of course, at the expense of mutual warn your better half and members of your
touch, for eXample,the earth wire, the metal conductance. If you have only one screen - family that if any chappie comes alpng with
panel or any other earthed part of the set, grid stage you may find it well worth while a desire to inspect or to remove your wireyou will either get howls or a complete change to tune in the most distant station that you less set he should at once be asked to proin the tuning.. This makes the picking up can get without the use of more than a duce an identification card, no matter whom
of very short wave stations rather difficult, touch of reaction and then .to try the effect he may claim to represent. All Post Office
for metal panels and reasonably long ex- of varying the screen -grid voltage. Often officials carry these and any manufacturing
tension handles to the- condensers are of a voltage can be found which renders the company which sends round callers to renlittle avail. The telephones, too, seem to valve's characteristics a good match for the der service to customers provides them
be alive, for if when wearing them you pinch coils. In some makes the differences in the with similar cards. The stealing of wireless
their leads you will have direct evidence of performances under various screen -grid sets is quite a thriving business just now.
their capacity effects. The only way that voltages are much more clearly marked
Fewer Duds
I know of getting rid of these unpleasant than in others.
I make bold to say that I have not coma
manifestations is to employ a screen -grid
For Two Stages
across a really dud component for some
H.F. amplifier in front of the detector valve.
When you have two screen -grid stages it little time now. In the old days, when
I have not quite thought out why it should
do the trick, but practical tests show that is desirable, as I pointed out some tithe ago, manufacturing processes had not reached

it certainly does. It need not be very that if there is any difference between the their present perfection and when the pur-

efficient-in fact, it can hardly be-as a two valves the more sensitive should be in chasing public had not such high discrimthe first holder. Now, the method of adjusting screen -grid voltages just referred to
can be applied with the view of obtaining
this very desirable end, so long as you have
range from one of our high -power trans- a separate H.T. positive lead for the screen mitters, you need not tune the grid of this grid of each of the pair. We can use a high valve at all; instead of the tuned circuit, amplification factor in the first stage very
simply use a resistance between aerial and well indeed, and the fact that by lowering
earth. This method, though, may not the screen -grid volts we make the valve able
answer if there is a high -power station at to deal with only small swings on the conclose quarters, for then powerful harmonics trol grid need not worry us, for in longand shock excitation of the aerial make the distance work the voltages applied to the
local programme audible all over the dials grid of the first valve are very tiny. But in
of even the short-wave set. The S.G. can the second stage much bigger grid swings
be coupled to the detector by the parallel - have to be dealt with, and we must see that
feed method, and efficient screening is, of we do not get any overloading of this valve
when the first is producing really big amplicourse, necessary.
fication. We can ensure this by using for
Another S.C. Tip
it a higher screen -grid voltage. One other
Here is a tip about screen -grid valves that point : Don't forget the grid bias of screen may be found very useful by all who want grid valves, particularly if you are working
to get the best possible amplification in with rather a low screen voltage. Even
their long-distance work on the medium and with the full screen voltage, 1% volts seems
long -wave bands. Some of the battery - 'to be rather too much for some types.
operated valves available to -day have
'Ware Callers
astonishingly high magnification factors.
Certain limiting factors in coil design make
A rather neat trick is being worked just
it impossible for us to obtain the full bene- now in some places by the scallywags who
fit of these, but we may as well get out of make a living by stealing wireless sets.
the valve as much as we can. This we can One of these fellows arrives at the house one
do by a little simple experimental work in day, choosing as a rule a time when he
matching it to our coils. We cannot alter knows that the lord and master will be away
the coils, but we can alter the impedance from home. Having previously ascerand the amplification factor of the valve tained the make of the set in use, he exvery easily. Don't starve its. plate of volts. plains that the company has just brought

high -frequency amplifier, but it does make
a considerable difference to one's comfort
in working the set.
Supposing that you live at a reasonable

inating power, thoroughly bad components
were by no means uncommon. We used to
have, for instance, as some of you may re-

member, the fixed condenser whose capacity was anything but the figures stamped
upon its case, or one with no plates inside
it, or, again, one with plenty of plates and
no mica between them. We used to have
the transformer one end of whose windings

somebody had forgotten to solder to its
terminal, the coil with a break in the middle

of it, the grid -leak which didn't leak as it
should, and the valve -holder with conducting paths between the sockets. There is no

question that the present standard of components is a very high one, indeed, and that
the public is being admirably served by the
makers. I am speaking, of course, of components of reputable make. Those of unknown make on which a few pence may be
"saved" are probably still as bad as ever,
though a distinctly cheering sign is that one

sees far less of them even in the cheap jack wireless shops.

The Concert of Europe
I don't mean by the heading what the
writers of history books and things do. It
refers, of course, to the daily and nightly
medley of broadcasting sent out by stations
in all the countries in Europe. The con-

cert is, on the whole, a good one, though
certain little incidents occur every now and
then to mar it. Germany is having a little

bother just now with Russia, who, it apNothing less than 120 is advisable, and out a remarkable improvement which it pears, has erected a powerful station close
much better results are generally obtained
with the full 1.50 that most makers allow.

The Correct .Adjustment

proposes to fit free of charge, or for a very
small charge, to all existing. sets. May he
therefore take the set away now to have the

to the German frontier, which lutles listeners to tune in its programmes by providing
them with gorgeous musical entertainment.

addition made? He promises to return it The entertainment, though, is the jam in

The valve is adjusted to give its best re- in a couple of days improved out of all
sults with ordinary coils by juggling with recognition. Bamboozled by the skilful
the screen voltage. The higher the screen tongue of the caller, certain people have
volts for a given anode Voltage, the lower is parted with their sets; never, of course, to
the impedance of the valve and the smaller see them again, for the obliging fellow has
its magnification factor. By reducing the no more connection with the company that

which the powder is concealed.

Every now

and then there is an interval in the music
and a propaganda talk takes place in German. This is the kind of thing that International law finds rather a puzzler.
THERMION.
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Conducted by our Technical Editor : J. H. REY NER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.LE.E.

Wirt Lightning Arrestor
is necessary. Unfortunately, the majority relied upon to improve the electrical reproIT cannot be denied but that cases of of amplifiers are inefficient reproducers of duction of any gramophone record.
damage to sets as a result of a lightning the lower frequencies and so one has to rely
discharge are rare; but, at the same time, on the pick-up system to provide a balance. New Wates Chassis
THE speaker chassis is much in demand
Most pick-ups have a slightly rising
the danger is always imminent, and if only
for a sense of security it is advisable to characteristic in the bass, but this is seldom

now that self-contained wireless sets

have some means of earthing the aerial or sufficient to compensate for the inevitable

forming a low impedance by-pass from
serial to earth.

loss,

which must be redeemed by an

additional device such as the Novotone

We have had submitted for test a neat marketed by the Gambrell Radio Co., Ltd.
We have- recently tested one of the latest
and practical Wirt lightning arrestor fitted
with a bracket for attaching to the window patterns of this instrument and have

ledge outside a house. The aerial on its proved for ourselves that it does all that
way to the wireless set is connected at one which is claimed. Tested in conjunction
end of the arrestor and the earth at the with a number of well-known pick-ups, the
other. The electrodes inside the arrestor voltage output was quite appreciably
are brought extremely close together, increased in all cases, and the bass ampliactually within .004 in., and in conse- fied to a remarkable extent. In addition, a
quence any lightning discharge finds a very further amplification of the treble freeasy path across the gap to earth, and will
therefore not damage the set. The smaller
of the two internal electrodes has a- diameter of in., and, therefore, the additional capacity between aerial and earth is
sufficiently small to be negligible.

All the internal metal parts of

this -

arrestor are securely enclosed in a dampproof moulded casing.
The component can be recommended to
readers. It is marketed by E. R. Morton

& Co., 22, Bartlett's Buildings, Holborn,
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A new large -diameter Wates double -cone chassi
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are becoming popular. Constructors need
only build their set in normal form with
panel and baseboard, purchase a suitable
loud -speaker chassis, and then mount the
whole in one cabinet. By this means it is
possible to make an attractive self-con-
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Two curves obtained with the Novotone
described in the accompanying paragraph

have specialised for some time in double diaphragm speaker chassis, samples of
which have previously been reviewed in
these columns. The makers have recently

added to their range by bringing out an
quencies in the neighbourhood of 3,000 exceptionally large type double -diaphragm
cycles served to compensate for an early chassis similar in design to the smaller
cut-off in the case of certain pick-ups. If models. The cones, which are made of a
required, this amplification in the treble can strong treated paper, are mounted with
be controlled by using a small variable their apekes together and are held at the
resistance across two of the terminals.
periphery by a novel method of suspenOur tests were carried out in conjunction sion. The cone is so cut and folded as to
with

a

moving -coil

loud -speaker

and

form a " hinge," the outer edge of which is

amplifier of known merits and charac- attached to a wooden framework. The
A new outdoor lightning arrestor-the Wir

The Novotone
MOST readers will be aware of the fact

that bass reproduction on a gramophone record is definitely limited by the
narrowness of the groove in the record.
The amplitude of the lower frequencies,
such as the pedal notes of an organ, should
in reality be many times greater than it is

possible to make them on a record, and
consequently in order to obtain faithful
reproduction some form of compensation

teristics. Due to a tendency on the part of diameter of the larger diaphragm is 20 in.
our particular speaker to accentuate the
Double diaphragms of large size operate
low frequencies, the bass was, perhaps, too well in practice owing to the rigidity which
much in evidence; but this was cut down to is a feature of this system.
the required extent by inserting a small conOur tests were carried out with a good
denser in the circuit, following the printed balanced -armature unit and a suitable
instructions accompanying the instrument. baffle, both of which are desirable for
The characteristics shown on this page obtaining the best results. The quality of
were taken in these laboratories on the reproduction. under these conditions was
Novotone. Curve A is taken with 5o ohms particularly true to life on both speech and
resistance in circuit, and curve s with this music. The speaker has a fuller tone than
resistance short-circuited. All we can add is the smaller type, and will take a large input.
that the theoretical results are fully borne
This chassis costs 17s. 6d., and can be
out in practice, and such a device may, be recommended.
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SOME PHOTO -CELL CIRCUITS AND
THEIR USES
By T. THORNE BAKER, F.Inst.P.
THERE arc two distinct types of cir- the electroscope be negatively charged, the
cuit that can be used with a photo- leaves will diverge. Light is then allowed to
electric cell. One of these gives a purely fall on the cell, causing electrons to leave
positive effect, i.e. " light on or off," while the sensitive surface of the cathode and
the other enables us to measure just how cross to the anode, providing a conducting
much light as a quantity is received by the path. Across this path the charge on the

the poles being an iron armature AB

attached to a bent arm which turns about
a pivot P. The check x engages with a small

plate on the door, the two forming the

actual locking device. The door must be
fitted with a just sufficiently powerful
cell. The latter is, of course, the fundamen- leaves escapes, and the leaves collapse. The spring (or cord and falling weight) to cause
tal work of the cell in the scanning operation rate of collapse is inversely proportional to it to swing open when released. It will
the intensity of the light.
then open immediately light falls on the
of television.
The circuit shown in Fig. 3, which is cell, which may be fitted somewhere on a
-10
given by W. Edwards & Co. in connecAMP.

x10

tion with their G.M. Visitron

cells, is

stated to be applicable to optical counters,
100

80
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4-0

Fig. 2.
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timing devices, alarm systems, and so on.
It includes one stage amplification and the

100 120

relay R.

This type of circuit can be used to

VOLTS
Fig. 1.

Simple experiment showing action of
photo cell

Curves of gas -filled and vacuum cells

A

Fig. 3. An " electric -eye " circuit

line with the headlamps of a car, etc.

or anyone shining a motor lamp on a garage

If the cell circuit is sufficiently accurately
balanced, and connected so that a decrease
of light operates the relay, and it be placed
on one side of a doorway, with a permanently lighted lamp on the opposite side of

door to cause the door to swing open; for
the first streak of dawn to cause an illuminated buoy at sea to switch off its warning lamp; and so on. Circuits of this type

the cell and cause the relay to remain open,
then when a person comes through the door
and his body shields some of the light from

The first circuit, including a mechanical

relay, makes it possible to cause anyone
entering a room to set an alarm ringing;

are being applied now to the control of

-M10111-0

the doorway arranged so as to illuminate
Fig. 4. Details of light -operated lock

the cell, an alarm can be set in motion by
Photo cells are so extraordinarily sensitive to minute changes of
light that this type of arrangement can be
made quite certain in operation. One of
the Wheatstone -bridge types of circuits,

textile machines by means of printed operate an electro-magnetic lock. If the the relay.
amplified Current be insufficient to work a

stencils.

heavy enough relay, a light relay can be
rent that a photo cell will give, it is not used in the circuit, and this made to operate
difficult to work out a suitable amplifica- a second relay of a coarser type. The
tion circuit for the operation of a relay. latter should be suitable for dealing with a using two valves balanced so that any
Knowing beforehand the maximum cur-

The great difference between the gas -filled few amperes at four or six volts.
change of light intensity, up or down, will
The lock is shown in Fig. 4; where a operate the relay, is really the best to
and the vacuum cell is that shown in Fig. T.
Here we see that in the vacuum cell the fixed electro-magnet Aim is seen, in front of use for alarm work.
output rises quickly on illuminaA new unit which simplifies this
kind of work is the glow relay
tion as the applied voltage is

raised, but only to a point, after
which it remains practically con-

recently introduced by Isenthal
& Co. This vacuum relay, actuated by an impulse of only ro-'°
ampere, will pass as much as 40
milliamperes, and makes it possible to work a mechanical relay
without other amplification.

stant. With the gas -filled cell, on

the other hand, the output rises
very considerably as the applied
voltage is increased, and is of an
altogether greater dimension than
that of the vacuum cell.
A very simple circuit, showing
what happens when a photo cell is
illuminated, is indicated in Fig. 2.
The cathode of the cell is connected to the leaves of an electroscope and the anode to earth. If

In the case of picture telegraphy,

or of talking films, where alternating currents are dealt with, resistance -capacity coupling between

the photo cell and the valve is
Fig. 5. Photo -cell circuit and (right) 2 -stage amplifier

generally used.
(Continued on page 94)
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SYDNEY MOSELEY'S WEEKLY PROGRAMME CRITICISM
=5)

The Televised Play
Poor Commentaries

The "Brass

ottle"
,,asem) Ifir..9-4,5/14).c,,S,41 4".Cr.2 VI* Ciiia WA.W.faSP.M.C.,1.0,

John Henry Again

As for the others in the same programme, I still find it difficult to understand why such totally un-British
stuff as the nasal items manage to remain
in the programmes. Again I emphasise
that I am all in favour of a great Englishspeaking union. Yet it seems to me that,

I heard the performance of The Brass
Bottle in two parts, one from London and
the other from the National programme.
I thought the second performance better.

He immediately became keen, and after a
second visit asked if he might bring
"Under Neopolitan Skies" was given
Gielgud, the productions chief of the
again, and I am glad. It is something out
B.B.C.
of the ordinary. Sometimes, however,
Between the three of us, possibilities there
seemed to be a competition between
were explored. The suggestions of the the tenor, Herbert Thorpe, and the Dalton
actual play itself came from Sieveking, and Instrumental Quartet. The tenor desired
I agreed. The choice, I think, was a good to hold his notes, sometimes unnecessarily,
one. I see my fellow -critic, Eric Dunstan,
the orchestra was sometimes impatient
dislikes the play because The Mau with and
to get on with the job. However, an item
the Flower in his Mouth suffered from a that can certainly be repeated at intervals.
loathsome disease. Well, all disease is
loathsome; so that you would have to bar
a pretty wide theme.
The music of Liza Lehmann gave us an
However, it is a matter of taste. The hour and ten minutes of enjoyment. And
whole play is so skilfully written that the now for Amy Woodford-Finden.

foreign? His wife and daughter sounded

IRST, the newest of all programme
1. items-the television play Some confusion appears to have arisen, judging from

the written reports. This is the inner
history. Sieveking, of the B.B.C., asked

Strange how these Aladdin themes still
entertain grown-ups.

Since it was all great fun, I hate to find

not only in regard to variety, but else- fault. But why did the Professor sound
me some time ago about television, and where, America has this country in her like a foreign gentleman with a thick,
I invited him to see what it was all about. pocket.
unpleasant voice? Was he meant to be
very English. The waiter sounded more
like Soho than the Savoy. And does a rich

gentleman, like Pringle-well, a bit of a
prig, but so cultured-congratulate the
lady on her engagement. Minor matters,
if you like, but it shows how attentively
I have been listening !

As for "Limehouse Night," it might
have been a Limerick night or any other
night.

While one could hardly call Florrie
Forde's old songs intellectual, there is no
getting away from the fact that they have

nature of the disease-cancer-is secondary to the play.
rousing choruses and considerably liven up
A fine brass band is the Horwich R.M.I. a vaudeville programme.
As for the production, I think it was of
remarkable interest. It came over much Band. I do not appear to have heard it
better than I had hoped. At the dress before. Not a bad idea to give prize bands
rehearsal I looked in enthralled, and the an opportunity of showing the rest of the
It seems that that beautiful violin solo
country what they are capable of doing.
difficulties of the earlier rehearsals were so
overcome that I had only three minor suggestions to make to Sieveking, who worked

of

exceptionally hard, with a most willing

upon Harriet Cohen's splendid treatment

instruments.

staff, to make it a success.

" Viennese

Caprice,"

is

Not long ago I remarked

of it as a pianoforte solo, and now Mario de

Pietro features it on his mandoline-and

Very indifferent was the running commentary on the 'Varsities and American
sports. There were too many cooks, too
many asides, too much mumbling. In the

very well, too.

On my portable set I have got as many
as twenty-two stations. I have to reach
out in order to get something in the morning when I am dressing ! My radio dealer
tells me that most people now have given
up reaching out and are concentrating on
purity of tone nearer home. At any rate,

exciting two-mile race, in which the British
athletes brought off a fine and unexpected

victory, you would have thought, judging
from the commentary, that it was a practice -run. A little more dash, picturesqueness, and enthusiasm as that displayed by
the gentleman who gave us the dirt -track
description would not have been amiss.

as a lover of opera I must go to Rome
some time.

It was interesting to hear John Henry

A correspondent writes : " On first hearing the Pearson Brothers I was inclined to

back again, just for old time's sake. I see,

however, he was with a new partner.

classify them as just an addition to the

I wonder why?

Edgar Fairchild and Robert Lindholm

are good pianists, but it was a pity to

"muck about" with the beloved "Liebestraum."

Kreisler's,

rapidly becoming adapted to all sorts of

An Impression of S. 3. Warmingtou

ever-increasing ranks of exponents of the
Layton and Johnstone style. However, as
their turn proceeded a marked originality
in style became noticeable; their concluding medley of old-time songs rounded off
the turn nicely."
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of the winding provides reaction and is
in series with a .0061-microfarml variable

CONTINENTA
PORTABL

condenser.

Reaction is provided by the anode circuit

of the screen -grid valve and not by the
detector as is customary in conventional

I
I

indoor sets, because a little oscillation when

tuning in does not cause interference with
other receivers, owing to the poor radiating
properties of the frame aerial.
The condenser across the frame winding

I
yI

is the only tuning control, for the H.F.

SPEC4kLLY DESIGNED FOR LONG -WAVE
DISTANT RECEPTION

coupling is an aperiodic winding, an H F.
choke in the anode circuit serving as an
H.F. stopper.
To prevent any instability which may
arise from any stray H.F. currents passing
on to the power valve, a stopper resistance,
having, a value of ro,000-ohms, is included
in the grid circuit in series with the secondary of the transformer. This is a good idea,
because it ensures complete elimination of

I
I

.

speaker
strength.
The

Nal&10.

With a portable out of doors, and a Thornycroft 40 -ft. launch to
take the radio enthusiasts to secluded river sites

ACOMPLAINT that has always
existed anent the Regional Scheme
is that the increase in the power of

medium -wave stations has made it more
difficult to pick out any ow station free
from interference from those adjacent.
Any set -owner knows that while it is,
naturally, easier to get good reception from
a station which has more than tripled its
power, as have the Brooke cans Park twins
and many foreigners, if other stations transmitting on frequencies not widely separated
also increase their power, then heterodyning
is almost inevitable and the all-round power
increase is not justified at the listener's end.

Portable users are just finding this out.
The Brookmans Park stations are " easy
meat," because of their 3o kw., but the

AMA-

TEUR WIRE-

LESS Techframe aerial's directional properties do not nical Staff
decided to

aerial --111help very much when the B.B.C.'s idea of
up A
an alternative programme is not what is make
such a set
wanted.

Try the Long Waves

DPI

&Ome /MFd

as this swing to ti- e

There is a remedy, but it is one of which success
which was B
portable users have been slow to take met
by the
advantage. The panacea is to switch over origin
al

ME
Choke

'0005

Radio Paris, Hilversum, the Eiffel Tower,

k er 70067
and other long -wavers of high power. spea
Portable,"

Indeed, there is so much greater reception described nearly two years ago, and which
scope on the long waves, between r,000 and is still popular. This was a five -valve set
about 1,800 metres, that in a portable set

L.S.

Mr
Li -

The Circuit

ception

improve- most important in a portable receiver.

follows :-

since

1928

this new portable it was realised that five

tion is not' so critical nor so difficult to

valves would certainly not be needed and render smooth, this set is as simple to work

I

I

condenser

( J .B.,

Igranic, Lotus, Bulgin, Burton, Formo,
Polar).
Push-pull filament switch (Bulgin, Lissen,
Ready Radio, Junit, Lotus, Benjamin,
Igranic).

N

ing, but there is a big need for
a set which is above all simple

can always be relied upon to

to control and capable of getting
three or four stations consistent-

give music " on tap," no matter
what reception conditions may

ly, no matter what the distance
or reception conditions may be
at the time. And this the present

be like.

The short and medium waves
are fickle things compared with
the lower frequencies, and while
there is a certain amount of fun
to be had out of freak results on

set will do.

The Circuit
The set is entirely self-contained; all batteries, the frame
aerial, and speaker are in the

the medium waves, there is a
much greater satisfaction in consislent results from powerful

cabinet.
The circuit is quite straightforward, but embodies several novel

long -wave stations-at least, so
far as the portable user is

features and these are worth

concerned.

This novel portable set does
tinental long -wave stations at full

variable

I

gramophones.

waves, and which, for this reason,

to get 5XX and the chief Con-

I

.000 i-m icrofarad reaction condenser
Lissen, Dubilier, Ready Radio,

of the average man. Owing to the easy

that in the tuning on the long waves, where hand
-1,--4:41T" design of capacity is not noticeable, and where reac-

It is not intended to decry the
advantages of dual -wave work-

not need' any critical tuning

.0005-microfarad
(Graham-Farish).

ments have
Before exploring the technical workings,
been made consider what the set will do in the hands

This is what has been done in
the portable set here described,
which receives only on the long

ciency of the set on the wave-

How careful design haS limited unnecessary parts and, therefore, reduced the
cost of construction, will be more clearly
appreciated after a reference has been made
to the list of components which is as

band desired.

omitting medium -wave switching and concentrating the whole of the effi-

.000z-microfarad condenser.

strength to that provided by triode H.F.

So many use of only one high -frequency stage, is

I

the "strays" which are by-passed by a

could nearly valves. The H.T. current consumption is
always be not greater and, of course, the saving in
obtained.
space, weight and initial cost entailed by the

as a portable gramophone, and it is a great
deal more convenient. Once it is tuned -in it
does not demand attention every
three or four minutes to change
records, which is the bugbear of

there is quite a deal to be gained by

The " Con-

2MPot

-0002

to the long waves, whereon can be had " Daventry
5XX (receivable all over the country), Lou d -

tinental Portable "
is equally suitable far
either indoor or outdoor use

loud-

3
IP

permanent- that a saving in cost, weight and running exly tuned to penses would be the direct result of cutting
5XX and down the number of valves to, say, three.
needing This has been done, but the performance
practically has been improved.
nq adjust- What the Set Will Do
ment, f o r
A screen -grid valve used in a, special
-coupling arrangement provides a greater
speaker re- facility of control than with at least equal

The entire tuning arrangements are

separate from the actual receiver.
Note the frame aerial winding

noting by intending constructors.
The main frame winding is tuned

by a ..0005-microfarad variable
condenser, while a small portion

The interior

of the seta back view
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Reaction is provided by the anode circuit

of the screen -grid valve and not by the
detector as is customary in conventional

I
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indoor sets, because a little oscillation when

tuning in does not cause interference with
other receivers, owing to the poor radiating
properties of the frame aerial.
The condenser across the frame winding

I
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is the only tuning control, for the H.F.

SPEC4kLLY DESIGNED FOR LONG -WAVE
DISTANT RECEPTION

coupling is an aperiodic winding, an H F.
choke in the anode circuit serving as an
H.F. stopper.
To prevent any instability which may
arise from any stray H.F. currents passing
on to the power valve, a stopper resistance,
having, a value of ro,000-ohms, is included
in the grid circuit in series with the secondary of the transformer. This is a good idea,
because it ensures complete elimination of
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speaker
strength.
The
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take the radio enthusiasts to secluded river sites

ACOMPLAINT that has always
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is that the increase in the power of

medium -wave stations has made it more
difficult to pick out any ow station free
from interference from those adjacent.
Any set -owner knows that while it is,
naturally, easier to get good reception from
a station which has more than tripled its
power, as have the Brooke cans Park twins
and many foreigners, if other stations transmitting on frequencies not widely separated
also increase their power, then heterodyning
is almost inevitable and the all-round power
increase is not justified at the listener's end.

Portable users are just finding this out.
The Brookmans Park stations are " easy
meat," because of their 3o kw., but the
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such a set
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advantage. The panacea is to switch over origin
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and other long -wavers of high power. spea
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Indeed, there is so much greater reception described nearly two years ago, and which
scope on the long waves, between r,000 and is still popular. This was a five -valve set
about 1,800 metres, that in a portable set
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valves would certainly not be needed and render smooth, this set is as simple to work
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condenser

( J .B.,
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Polar).
Push-pull filament switch (Bulgin, Lissen,
Ready Radio, Junit, Lotus, Benjamin,
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a set which is above all simple

can always be relied upon to

to control and capable of getting
three or four stations consistent-

give music " on tap," no matter
what reception conditions may

ly, no matter what the distance
or reception conditions may be
at the time. And this the present

be like.

The short and medium waves
are fickle things compared with
the lower frequencies, and while
there is a certain amount of fun
to be had out of freak results on

set will do.

The Circuit
The set is entirely self-contained; all batteries, the frame
aerial, and speaker are in the

the medium waves, there is a
much greater satisfaction in consislent results from powerful
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The circuit is quite straightforward, but embodies several novel
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features and these are worth

concerned.
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-1,--4:41T" design of capacity is not noticeable, and where reac-

It is not intended to decry the
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not need' any critical tuning
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ments have
Before exploring the technical workings,
been made consider what the set will do in the hands

This is what has been done in
the portable set here described,
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ciency of the set on the wave-

How careful design haS limited unnecessary parts and, therefore, reduced the
cost of construction, will be more clearly
appreciated after a reference has been made
to the list of components which is as

band desired.

omitting medium -wave switching and concentrating the whole of the effi-
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strength to that provided by triode H.F.
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the "strays" which are by-passed by a

could nearly valves. The H.T. current consumption is
always be not greater and, of course, the saving in
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does not demand attention every
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ment, f o r
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-coupling arrangement provides a greater
speaker re- facility of control than with at least equal
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"THE CONTINENTAL PORTABLE"
(Continued from page 85)
Two valve -holders (Forma, Lotus, Benja-

Low -frequency

transformer

(Telsen

"Radiogrand," Varlev, Ferranti, Igranic,

Burton, Lissen, R.I.).
Output choke (Lissen, Wearite, Lotus,
min, Burton, Wearite, Trix).
Upright valve holder (Junit,
Ferranti, Varley, Bulgin, Atlas, Parmeko).
Parex, H. & B,).
Aluminium screen, 5 in. by 4 in., with
.0002-microfarad fixed condenser with hole for S.G. valve (Pares, Wearite, H. and
series Clips (T.C.C., Dubilier, Lissen, Gra- B., Ready Radio).
Connecting wire (Glazite).
ham-Farish, Atlas).
.0003-microfarad fixed condenser (T.C.C.,
Two yards of thin flex (Lewcoflex).
Six wander plugs marked H T.-,
type S, Watmel, Trix, Dubilier, Lissen).
r, H T.-{-2, H
r-microfarad fixed condenser (T C.C.,
G.B
G.B. (Belling -Lee, Clix, Eelex, Igranic).
Lissen, Dubilier, Hydra).
Two spade terminals marked L.T.+,
2-microfarad fixed condenser (T.C.0 ,
L.T. - (Belling -Lee, Clix, Eelex, Igranic).
Lissen, Dubilier, Hydra).
r-megohm grid leak (Lissen, Dubilier,
Loud -speaker unit (Blue -Spot type 66K,
Graham-Farish).
Turiewell, Watmel, Grassman).
High -frequency choke (Varley, Lissen,
Piece of cone -paper and felt (Six -Sixty).
Lewcos, Wearite, Tunewell, Sovereign,
yi lb reel of 24 d c.c. wire (Lewcos)
Igranic, Dubilier, Bulgin, R.I , Ready
Portable cabinet (Camco "Carrier' ).
Radio, Polar).
(Continued in ist col. on page 88)
-

A rear view showing the arrangement
of the batteries
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The wiring diagram and details of cabinet and speaker. A full-size blueprint of this is available, price 1/-
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The "Continental Portable "

-7tr in this issue

is designed

to

take the 2AN7 battery, capacity
30 amps. Price ills.

The ORIGINAL
JellyAcidBattery
The popularity of the C.A.V. Jelly Acid Battery is not explained by the mere fact that it contains jelly electrolytethere arc other jelly electrolyte batteries! There arc three
reasons why the C.A.V. is the most effective non -spillable
yet produced.
The Jelly Acid. Its composition is unknown outside our own laboratories.
It maintains perfect contact with the whole of the plate surfaces, yet allows
unrestricted gassing when on charge. It is chemically pure, and allows
maximum conductivity.
The Container. Of special construction, contains a baffle plate and mois-

tening pad, which serves the triple purpose of arresting acid spray during

charge, feeding the electrolyte with moisture to maintain an even consistency,
and definitely confines the jelly to the plate chamber.

The Plates. These have been specially developed to give the utmost
possible capacity when used with C.A.V. Jelly Acid.
The Whole. The C.A.V. is the lightest, cleanest, and most compact non spillable on the market. By avoiding cumbersome acid traps, the greatest
possible capacity for bulk is obtained.

Cp.

Compact, Clean
Non -Spillable
We issue a useful booklet on the care and

AM/

ACTON. LONDON. W 3.!

maintenance of C.A.V. non -spillable batteries

Obtainable from our Depots and Battery Agents throughout the

Would you like a copy? Free on request
to Dept. C.4.

country and from all Radio Dealers.

HERE

HERE
I
ANDOVER, Hants.-H. J. Gifford,
19 Bridge Street.

BERKHAMSTED. Herts.-J. W.
Wood & Son, Music Warehouse.

BIRMINGHAM. - Malcolm and
Stewart, 506 Alum Rock Road.

BLACKBURN.-T. Speak,
5 Library Street.
BLACKPOOL.-Metcalfe's

Radio

Drive;
F. X. Smith, 19Ia Central Drive.
Stores,

121

Lid., 321-3 Wim-

borne Road.

BROADSTAIRS.-C. H. Roberts
and Co., Ltd., 77 High Street.
CAMPBELTOWN. - A. P. MaeGrory, 16 -IS Main Street.

CARDIFF.-"Thompson & Shac-

kell, Ltd., 14 St. John Square.
CARDIFF.-Tudor Electrical Supplies, 14 Tudor Road.
CATERHAM VALLEY, Surrey.The Caterham Motor Co., Ltd.

CHARD.-The Chard Motor Supply Co.. Ltd., Fore Street.
CHATHAM.-A. Cooper & Sons,
340 High Stre:t.
CHESTER.-W. A. Guy, 75 Fore -

gate Street.
EDINBURGH.-Brierley & Howie,
23 Barclay Place.
EPSOM. - H. Pensilly, Station
Road.

GILLINGHAM, Dorset.-H. W.
Haines, Queen Street.

I

NOVOTONE
reproducing records with

GRAVESEND.-Bennet & Brown,
96a Old Road West.

"AMAZING REALISM"

ing Co., 329 Kennington Road.
NORWOOD JUNCTION, S.E.25.

Whitegate

BOURNEMOUTH, Winton.E. P. Hall,

Hear the Wonderful
( Vide "Music Trade Review")

You ought to know
what you are missing and how to compensate
for the serious losses which are present when
gramophone records are reproduced through
the medium of a pick-up, amplifier and loudspeaker. Read all at,out it in the

FREE 16 PAGE BOOK
"Realism from Records"
1F YOUR DEALER CANNOT DEMONSTRATE LET US KNOW

GAMBRELL RADIO LTD., 6 BUCKINGHAM ST., LONDON, W.C.2
You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

HUDDERSFIELD.-Kenneth
Levell,

King's

Head

Arcade,

Cloth Hall Street.
IPSWICH.-E. A. Mould,

223

Woodbridge Road.

LIMERICK. - Thomas Hassett,
Ltd., 9 O'Connell Street.
LONDON, S.E.I I.-Photo Enlarg-

-C. H. P. Nutter, 245 Selhurst
Road.

MAIDENHEAD.-Maidenhead

Radio Co., 40 Queen Street.
RAMSGATE.-J. Carman, 65 King
Street.

RYE.-Edward J. Parlett, 40 The,
Mint..

ST. HELENS, Sutton.-Leonard
Davies, 47 Junction Lane.

SHREWSBURY.-C. W. Eldred,
32 Abbey Foregate.
SWINDON, Wilts.-W. H. Winchce mbe, 160 County Road.

TAVISTOCK.-A. E. Graves, The
Radio Stores, 74 West Street.

WATERLOOVILLE, Hants.C. R. Miller, London Road.

WEST HARTLEPOOL.-Ed.

Taylors, 49 Thornton Street.
OLVERHAMPTON, Compton.G. Jones, -The
Ernest A.

Leasow,s.

6II
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Weekly Tips,

For the

Constructional

Wireless
Amateur

and

TheoreticalA Detector Point

Some dials have scales of celluloid
ANODE -BEND detection appears to be material and may, therefore, be lighted by
less popular in these days than the a lamp fitted a short distance behind them.
grid -condenser -and -leak method. There is With other arrangements the lamp must
be fitted to thrOw a light upon the surface
a point not to be overlooked, however.
Selectivity is always better when an of the scale. A flash -lamp bulb of suitable
anode -bend detector is used. For some sets voltage may be used, being connected to
this extra selectivity is worth having, even the heater circuit.
though the detector is not as sensitive as a
An B.F. Filter
leaky grid.
The ordinary high -frequency by-pass
The increased voltage developed in the

grid circuit when the detector is of the fitted to a detector is not usually satisanode -bend type compensates to an extent factory when the set is a powerful one
for the reduced sensitivity, so that in having two high -frequency stages. Some
certain instances the actual fall in signal form of filter is needed, and a simple
strength is not very marked. With a good example is given in the accompanying
rectifying valve, properly adjusted, excellent results are to be obtained.

Lighting a Dial

high -frequency choke. Condenser c I car -

current and sometimes special
resistances must be used, as the ordinary
patterns are not able to carry the current
with safety. Incidentally, heating is pro,
portional to the square of the current.
A powerful set having a volume control
which is the least little bit harsh is difficult

to handle. The slightest variations in
resistance of the control are enough to
cause loud noises to be produced, with the
result that the set is not pleasant to handle.
A very smooth control is needed, one that
provides the necessary range of resistance
without intermittent contacts.

(Continued from page 86)

Cheap Grid Bias

is a

good plan to send for the full-size " A.W."
blueprint which has_ been prepared for this

-

I find that the cheapest way of providing
bias for high -frequency stages, and also the
least troublesome, is to fit a separate battery in each stage. No grid circuit couplings

set and which can be obtained, price
post free, from the Blueprint Department,
AMATEUR WIRELESS, 58-61 Fetter Lane,

-7-

0
London, E.C.4. This gives all the details of
A good H.F. filter
construction of the set and is an invaluable
guide, particularly to those who have had ries most of the high -frequency currents
slight previous experience at making, up the from the anode to the filament. The choke
set.
offers a high -impedance to them, but some
The set is on show this week in the Radio high frequency will pass through the choke,

of Oxford Street, London, W. London

Mains valves pass a fair amount of

anode

There are two fixed condensers and a Smoothness Essential

"'The CONTINENTAL PORTABLE"

Department of Messrs. Selfridge & Co., Ltd.,

The valves are an exception, as they
normally work warm in mains sets, owing
to the heater. Anode resistances, chokes,
and transformers ought, however, to
remain cool. A slight rise in temperature
will usually do no harm, but a resistance or
choke which runs hot is being overloaded
and will, sooner or later, break down.

diagram.

The attractiveness of a mains receiver is
often materially increased by the addition
of a small lamp which illuminates the dial.

When purchasing components it

occurrence: A good rule is that no part of a
set ought to be so used that it becomes hot.

and for this reason the second condenser
c 2 is providedd.

readers are advised to take the opportunity
With a simple filter of this description
of seeing for themselves how simple is the very little high -frequency current will reach
layout of this new .portable and how con the low -frequency coupling. In some sets
venient it is in operation.
a further condenser should be fitted be-

can exist when there is a separate battery
in each circuit and long wiring with the use
of decoupling resistances, is avoided.
Cells of .9 volt are available and may be

used in screen -grid stages, as a bias of
this amount is usually adequate.

A Potentiometer Tip
When a directly -heated power valve is
used in an alternating -current mains set, it
is a good plan to fit a low -resistance
potentiometer across the filament instead
of using a centre -tapped transformer.

Construction may at once be started tween the anode of the last valve and its
It is then possible to remove a trace of
when all the parts are at hand and pos- filament, as even the smallest amount of hum by adjusting the slider of the potentiosessors of the blueprint will be able to get
the major part of the work done without
need for detailed instructions. Beginners,
and those working without the aid of the
blueprint, will need a few constructional
hints. These, together with full instructions
for operation, will be given in next week's

H.F. in the loud -speaker wires is trouble- meter. A low -resistance one should be
used in order to avoid a large fall in
some. Usual values for the ,condensers c
and cz in the diagram are .0003 micro - voltage across it.
Often the anode current is fairly heavy,
farad each.

issue.

are

" Hot " Parts

such as 3o milliamperes. If, now, this passes

through zoo ohms, we lose 6 volts. A
Troubles arising mainly because parts potentiometer of low resistance is, thereoverloaded are of fairly frequent

fore, to be recommended.
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You can improve it cheaply, too. The new
Watmel Universal Dual Wave Tuner is now
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With this new Tuner you can obtain

clear and uninterrupted reception without the
use of a wave -trap.
Not only are circuits more selective with this tuner, but
owing to the loose reaction coupling they are extremely
stable.
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The New Watmel Universal Dual Wave Tuner
PRICE
Type 31,

17'G

-controlled by a 3 -point switch with absolutely positive
action.

Write for leaflet No. A 85, siring full &tails of how to

incorOorole this new Type 31 Tuner in any circuit.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,
Imperial Works, High Street, Edgware.
Edgware 0323
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ln this article J. H. Reyner suggests that the near future is likely to see a -return to' the
use of the less ambitious type of output valve and advances some interesting reasons.
THERE has been a marked improve- sary extra voltage required to load the compensate 'for defects in the remainder of
ment in valve characteristics during amplifier fully. Thus we have obtained our the amplifier or the loud -speaker. Therethe past few years, more particularly as results with one stage less.
fore, all told, we may conclude that a two regards output valves. Some years ago the
There are certain other factors to be stage amplifier can, with correct precaustandard output valve for any reasonably borne in mind. In th2 first amplifier we tions, be made equally good from the
large power was the LS5A or the DFA7. have two coupling stages, each of low gain. frequency response point of view, as the
The resistance of this latter valve is 2,85o Such circuits can be made with relative original three -stage instrument.
ohms, the amplification factor 2.4, and its ease, to be constant in their frequency
mutual conductance of o.85.
Viewed in the light of present-day
standards, we should not think very much
of a valve with this performance. Let us
compare it, for example, with the

DO2o, which has an internal resistance of 2,000 ohms, an amplification

factor of 5, and a mutual inductance
of 2.5, figures which are distinctly
better on paper.
Yet many designers and users find

response. Moreover, if any one part of the
frequency register is accentuated, one can

Added to this we have the important
often correct this in the second stage, or advantage that the decoupling arrangevice versa, obtaining a very level charac- ments necessary are less. Since there are
only two stages, we have only two
decoupling systems to introduce instead of three (for in a real quality
80W.

Low-mu

the DFA7 a steady -going reliable
valve, capable of giving good service
without trouble, while experiments

For anI Against

60

t.)

40 ezi

20 tt

Hi5/7-MU

80

60 k
40 Lai

amplifier decoupling must be adopted
in every stage). Perhaps the final ad-

vantage lies in the, valve itself. The
high -mu output valve has an inherently straighter characteristic. This point

is demonstrated in the figure, where
O typical curves are shown for the
20 st ordinary low -mu output valve, such

with the later forms of valve having
a high magnification factor are not
as DFA7 and the high -mu valve, such
so successful. Is the high -mu valve
as the DO2o. It will be seen that
150
WO
50
0
150
100
50
really an advantage?
there is a distinct tail or curved
MID VOLTS
GRID VOLTS
The use of the high -mu valve-I am
portion to the characteristic in the
referring here only to output Valves Illustrating the difference between the two types of valve former case, whereas this is of
-is certainly of convenience in enrelatively small proportions in the
abling one to reduce the number of stages. teristic by playing the faults of, say, the second instance. This means that the valve
Let us take a hypothetical case of a circuit impedance -coupled system off against those may be loaded to a greater extent without
required to give an output of about 2 watts, of the transformer -coupled system. One distortion and the maximum permissible
the input voltage being of a general order obtains a very flexible arrangement on power output is increased. By working
of 0.2 of a volt. We could do this in two which the overall gain is possible of adjust- backwards this means that we can obtain
ways.
ment.
the same power output with a smaller grid
1._ An A,C. HL valve impedance -coupled

to an A.C. P, coupled in turn through a 2 - Changed Conditions
to -r transformer on to a DFA7. The magThis, however, is not such a serious
nification of the first valve will give us a grid objection as it was some time ago. With
swing of between 5 and 6 volts on the grid the second amplifier one is using high gain,
of the second valve. This in turn will give involving the employment of a high -ratio
us between zoo and 120 volts on the transformer. By parallel feeding this, howDFA7, which will be sufficient to load it up ever, and using an instrument having a
to its maximum output of 2 to 2 watts.
high primary inductance, such as the
2. Alternatively, we can apply the input Lewcos transformer, it is possible to obtain
to an A.C. HL, as before, transformer couple a surprisingly good response characteristic.
this, through an instrument having a ratio Then, again, any frequency correction
of 5 -to -r or so, on to the grid of a DO2o. necessary can be arranged to occur in the
'This will give us about 3o volts grid swing, pick-up transformer. We are only just
which will not be quite sufficient to load beginning to realise what can be done in the
the valve up to its full output of 2 IA watts. way of specially constructed step-up transWe can overcome this difficulty, however, formers to allow for certain defects. The
by putting in a small 2 -to -I transformer bass may be accentuated to allow for the
between the pick-up and the input of the deficiencies of the record, while any part of
amplifier, which will just apply the neces- the characteristic may be suppressed to

swing.

On the face of it everything seems to be
in favour of the high -mu valve, but, unfortunately, such valves are -more difficult to
handle.
Owing to the greater mutual

conductance and to the higher stage gain
all round, difficulties due to external
sources are more easily introduced and one

requires greater precautions in order to
avoid untoward happenings. For example,

there is a tendency to self -oscillation in
these high output valves, due to feed -back

either through the valve or through the
common impedance of the battery or mains
unit, or by direct coupling. This oscillation,

of course, may not occur at the audible
frequency with which we are dealing, but

at some parasitic frequency very often
inaudible.
(Ccntinued on next page)
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SLEUTH!
Finds out all you want to know
This automatic detective has solved the
mysteries of faulty radio for thousands

during the past season. Let it solve
your mysteries I Whenever in doubt

.

use your Wates Meter to test L.T.,

H.T. and Milliamps, and your batteries
will never let you down. Obtain one

Chekov's farce, The Wedding, arranged
Cathedral on July 27 the usual practice for the microphone, will be broadcast on

FOR the relay of the bells of St. Paul's

now. Insist on the genuine Wales
three -in -one meter. Do not be pat off

with imitations.

)f placing the microphone near the bell August 7 for the first time through the
tower will not be used. Instead, the pick-up

National stations; it will be followed by a

atlas will be placed close to the River new play by Richard Hughes, entitled A
Thames and the sound of the bells will Comedy of Danger.
mingle with a multitude of river noises.

South Carolina, one of the few States in

Si Afr

A true tank Holiday spirit will prevail the U.S.A. to collect a tax on receivers, has
Dyer the programme to be broadcast on up to the present netted f4,000. The whole
August 4, when we are promised a pot- of the proceeds are awarded' to the main-

tiit.,1-1

Al#95

20

pourri of suitable songs arranged by tenance of a tuberculosis sanatorium.
Gordon McConnell. The entertainment will
Station WGST, of Atlanta, Georgia, has
be sponsored by Edgar Lane, a friend of the
late Albert Chevalier, whose songs will again been granted a licence for a short-wave
television transmitter and will instal the
be heard by National listeners.

apparatus at once.

The station plans a

The evening of July 26 will also be series of television experiments.
devoted to a variety entertainment, in
P

..,50

The Jenkins Television Company, of
which will be found Gillie Potter, Mabel
Marks, Ann Penn, Maurice Toubas, Ernest Brooklyn, has started a daily broadcast
Shannon, and the comedy artistes, Arthur featuring television coupled with the reguKlein and Mona Magnet. Dressing for lar evening programme.
Dinner, by H. N. Edge, is the title of the
As a step toward extension of its transsketch which rounds off the programme.
Dulcima Glasby, who has prepared many
plays for the microphone, has now written
one of her own; it is called Obsession and

oceanic service into the Pacific, the Atlantic
Telegraph and Telephone Company of New

York has applied for a permit to erect a
short-wave radio telephone station in Cali-

will be broadcast through the Regional fornia. The first regular service will be to
transmitters on July 31 and through the island of Oahu, in the Hawaiian group.
National on the following evening.
In August many of the concerts given
For the Children's Hour, L. Du Garde by the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra at
Peach, of Punch, has prepared a series of Salzburg (Austria) during the annual
up-to-date Aesop Fables; for a grown-up Musical Festival in that city will be relayed
entertainment, entitled Fireside, he has to the Rosenhuegel high -power transmitter,
written a special sketch to be included in as well as to Budapest and to some of the
the National programme on August 13.

German and Swiss stations.

700
.'''OA7.15/t 1't aM

Popular Model. Crystalised Black Finish. Q

Res. 6,000 ohms u/ v

Milliammeters 0-25 or
0-50 m.a. with o/6
4g
Jewel Bearings
in 1"
Panel Model
Meter. Rearrange 0 /9
plugs for readings AU

Meter Case for standard

READINGS

0-150 Volts 0-6 Volts
0-30 Milliamps
Resistance 5.000 ohms.

Satinette lined.
substantial fittings, 1/9
model.

1

I

well made

Patent So. :322:358.

Obtainable from all dealers

FATE S

VOLT
-AMP
RADIO TEST METER
THE STANDARD BATTERY CO. (Dept. A.W.)

184 188, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2

constructing the circuit, since the presence
of an oscillation is immediately detected by
an abnormal reading on the milliammeter.
(Continued from preceding page)
Then, again, the difficulties due to comThe presence of such an oscillation is mon impedance feed -back, and such like,
highly destructive to the valve. The anode are accentuated with the higher gain
current rises to values in excess of the nor- stages; and, finally, one must be well aware
mal limits, and before very long the valve of what one is doing in order to obtain really
loses its emission and has to be replaced. good response when using a high -stage gain.
Quality, of course, suffers if such an oscil- Factors which are of relatively small
lation is present, but in some cases the loss moment where one is going to limit the
of quality is not very marked, and the cause amplification of a stage become troubleof the trouble is not detected straight away. some and the design, generally speaking,
One may simply notice that the quality is becomes more difficult.
These factors are gradually leading to a
not quite up to what one would expect,
but may search in all sorts of other direc- swing of the pendulum in the opposite
tions in order to locate the trouble, all of direction. High -stage gains have been
which time the valve is slowly being employed for some time, and the valves
introduced have been of a type suitable for
ruined by the parasitic oscillation.

M13"'m

WILL THE HIGH -MU VALVE
STAY ? "

Wire up the house with

BULGIN WALL JACKS
and ensure perfect reception in every room.
Their handsome appearance makes them ideal9 ig
for all modern homesiq
A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD.
9-10-11 CURSITOR STREET,

nnI

CHANCERY LANE. E.C.4

The remedy, of course, is to apply the the purpose, but it is quite possible that

usual oscillation stoppers and to use milli -

there will be a return to less ambitious out-

ammeters in the anode leads when first put valves in the future.

II"A.W." Solves your Wireless Problems
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From the

'

lineation factor

and the im-

amplification factor and the impedance of impedance; with an amplification factor of pedance. Thus for a given amplification
a valve, its efficiency can be readily gauged. 20, this valve would be more efficient than factor the lower the impedance the
For a given impedance, the amplification a valve with the same impedance but a greater is the mutual conductance. This
gives the clue to the efficiency of the lower amplification factor. Sonic confusion factor is given by most valve makers,
is caused by the fact that there is no
valve.
Suppose we have a valve of 20,00o -ohms standard impedance for any valve type,

MARCONI AND OSRAM
MADE by the Marconi Osram

Valve Co., Ltd., is a very

extensive range of valves, marketed

by the General Electric Co., Ltd.,

as Osram valves, and by the

Marconiphonc Co., Ltd., as Marconi valves.

So complete is this range that

practically every type is available

with a two-, four-, or six -volt
filament. We must acknowledge
how excellent are the general
characteristics of all Marconi
and Osram valves.
The type number of these valves
gives a useful clue to their functions and filament consumptions.
Thus I1210 implies a high impe-

dance valve with a two -volt

ampere filament; while a P625 is a

power valve with a six -volt .25

ampere filament.
Two-, four- and six -volt Marconi and Osram general-purpose
valves are available as H, HI., and
L types.
The H210, with an impedance
of 50,000 ohms, has an amplification factor of 35 and a mutual con-

ductance (the factor of "goodness") of .7. The H4.10 has an
impedance of 6o,000 ohms, an
amplification factor of 5o and a
mutual conductance of .66. In
these high -impedance valves the
two -volt filament is just as good
and often better than a four- or
six -volt filament.
Four screen -grid

valves

for

battery operation are included in

the Marconi and Osram range.

The S215, Szti o, and S6ro provide
alternative filaments for two,
four, or six volts respectively.

How similar are the characteristics is shown by the fact that the
mutual conductance of the S215
is .85, of the S41o, .9 and of the
S61o, 1.05.

Power valves are notable in the

Marconi and Osram range. The

P215 is deservedly popular. With
an impedance of 5,00o ohms and
an amplification factor Of 7, this

valye achieves the high mutual
conductance of 1.4 with a very

economical filament.

Larger power valves are in-

cluded, notably the -P240, with a
mutual conductance of i.6 and an

impedance of 2,500 ohms; the

P425, with a mutual conductance
of 2 and impedance of 2,30o ohms;

the P625 with a mutual conductance of 2.5 and an impedance of

2,400 ohms. It will be seen that in
these power types 'the larger filament is worth while.
The .8 series of mains -operated

valves include S.G., Det., H.F.,
L.F., and P. types.
More generally useful are the
indirectly -heated valves: These
have four -volt one -ampere filaments indirectly -heated by A.C.
mains. There is a complete range
of screen -grid, general-purpose,
and low -frequency types. Recent-

ly, this range was usefully augmented by the PX4, which, with

loud -speaker work.

examples will illustrate the P.R.
characteristics. The P.R. 2HF is
a. two -volt .r ampere valve, with

valves arc available in all the
required types. The S4V is the

an impedance of 28,00o ohms and
an amplification factor of 13. The
low -frequency valve has an impe-

For all -electric sets, Mullard
four -volt indirectly -heated mains

screen -grid valve in this class,
with good characteristics, namely
an amplification factor of i,000

for an impedance of just over

900,000. A new addition to the

Mullard A.C.valves is the A.C. /Pen. ,

a four -volt one -ampere pentode

valve, with a maximum anode
voltage of 250.

PHILIPS
particular interest to conOFstructors of mains units are

equally useful for battery and
MULLARD
AS over thirty Mallard receiving valves are made by the

Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd.,

it is difficult to do justice to the

range in such a short note. Briefly,
Mullard valves can be divided into
two-, four- and six -volt types, for

battery operation; and four -volt

types for mains operation. In
addition, there are no less than

ten high-tension rectifying valves
to augment the mains valves.

In the two -volt range are all

the recognised types for screen -

grid and other high -frequency

amplification, detection, and
power amplification. The alternative valves available for any

given position are notable. For

example, the PM2DX is specially
designed for detection, but 'under
some Conditions the 1311{111F or
PAULI' could also be used. In
two -volt power valves, Mullards
provide three alternatives. There

is the PM2 small power valve,

with an impedance of 4,400 ohms
and an amplification factor of 7.5;
the PM252, a larger power valve
with an impedance of 2,600 ohms

and an amplification factor Of
5.4 ; or there is the Mullard PM22

pentode valVe which has the
considerable amplification of 82.

In four- and six -volt ranges,
similar types arc Made, the six -

volt power valves having very
characteristics.
The
PM256A, for example, has a
maximum anode voltage of 20o,
useful

an impedance of 1,400 and an
amplification factor of -3.6. This

ness of the valve.

is a useful valve for moving -coil

its four -volt .6 ampere filament is
mains operation.

and is a definite indication of the good-

the rectifying valves of Philips
Lamps, Ltd. They can be divided
into four groups : (a) Philips gas filled thermionic rectifying valves;
(b)

Philips regulator lamps;

(c)

Philips luminescent rectifying
valves; (d) Philips high -vacuum
rectifying valves.
The Philips gas -filled valves arc
specially suitable for accumulator
charging, although some of them
have still more specialised uses, as
in the rectification of multi -phase
A.G.

The Philips regulator lamps are
very useful in conjunction with the

above rectifying valves, enabling

the charging current to be kept
constant within specified limits.

Philips luminescent rectifying
valves are recommended only for
exceptional circumstances; they
have one great advantage, in that

they can be connected direct to

the mains supply without the
need for an intermediate mains -

dance of 15,000 ohms for an
amplification factor of 8. The
two -volt

valve

super -power

PRI2o, has the useful figures of
3,800 ohms impedance and amplification factor of 4.
For very little more money, the

P.R. golden series are available,
including a screen -grid H.F. amplifier for two -volt accumulator.
This SG25 has an impedance of
220,000 ohms for an amplification
factor of 150.
The golden range includes two-,

four-, and six-volters for high -

frequency, detector, low -frequency

and power stages.

SIX -SIXTY
FOR a longtime now the Six -

Sixty Radio Co., Ltd., has

been noted for its range of Six Sixty valves. These are available
in a useful range for two-, four -

and six -volt accumulators.
The SS21 orIF is a good generalpurpose valve with an impedance

of 25,000 ohms. The SS2I0LF,

with an impedance

of

12,500

ohms, is more suitable for low frequency amplification. If the
valve precedes a resistance-capa- '
city coupling, there is the
SS2toRC, with an impedance of
55,000 ohms.

A steep -slope valve, specially
designed for the detector stage,
is the SS225D, This has the low
impedance of ri,000 ohms, but,
as the slope is 1.2, the valve

transformer.
Philips high -vacuum valVes are

gives the useful amplification factor

range is available, including valves

tioned, SS22oP is specially suit-

most useful as rectifiers in H.T.
units for A.G. mains. A wide
with anode voltages up to 2,000
volts.

P.R.

rr WO ranges' of valves are
I made by P.R. Radio Products, both unusually loW in

price. The 1929 P.R. valves, are

made in the usual R.C., H.F.,

L.F. and P. types for two-, four-,
and six -volt accumulators. The

construction of these valves

is

claimed to result in great economy
of H.T. consumption. A few

of 13.5. As an output valve for
use with the types already menable.

It has an impedance of

4,80o ohms and an amplification
factOr of 7. The filament. current
is .2 ampere.

The SS215SG is a typical
modern screen -grid valve, with an

impedance of, just over 200,000
ohms and an amplification factor
of 190. The SS23oSP is a super-

power two -volt valve giving good'
quality with considerable volume.;
There is also the SS23oPP, a two -

volt pentode for use where extra
. (Continued on next page)
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"YOUR VALVES: HOW TO CHOOSE AND USE THEM"
dance is 24,000 ohms and the

emplitication is required, such as
when only one stage of low-frepency amplification is employed.
Corresponding types are avail-

amplification factor 17. Another
valve, SD2, can also be used for

this stage, but its characteristics
make it specially suitable for
detection. It has a steep slope,
the amplification factor being 21
for an impedance of 12,400. The
filament current has been justi-

ble for a four -volt or six -volt

accumulator. In addition to these
battery -operated

valves,

Six -

Sixty have produced a range of

valves for A.C.-mains operation.
There is the SS4GPAC, suitable
for use as a detector or first low frequency amplifying valve. The

fiably increased to .14 ampere for
this special detector.
For resistance -capacity coupling, there is WD2, with an

heater voltage is 4 volts at
ampere. The SS4DETAC has a
very

low

impedance,

amplification factor of 44 for an
impedance of 62,000 ohms. ZD2
is a small power valve with quite

namely

7,000 ohms, but as it has an

good characteristics; amplification

amplification factor of 15, it is
specially suitable as a detector.

factor 6.2 and impedance 6,200
ohms.

The increased efficiency of valves
heated from A.C. mains is evident
front the SS4PAC, which, with an
impedance of 3,000 ohms, is a fine
Mower valve having an amplifica-

tion factor of

is

for

big

is quite moderate at .22 ampere.
A good selection of four-volters
is included in the Triotron range;
XD4 is a good power valve, with
the modest filament consumption
of .15 ampere at 4 volts. The
impedance is low, being 2,400
ohms, but the amplification factor
at 6 is high, indicating a good slope.
A.C. mains valves and an H.T.
rectifying valve complete the
Triotron range. Four -volt fila-

This mains
series is completed by a screen ;rid valve and a pentode valve.

TRIOTRON
N the Triotron range are two -

and four-volters for battery

operation, as well as one or two

special-purpose types, and a selection of A.C. mains valves.
Taking them in turn, we note a
useful set of two-volters; TD2 is a
medium -impedance detector, with
an amplification factor of Is.

ments at .9 ampere are standard;

the SN4

is

for detection, an

efficient valve with good characteristics. Although the impedance
is only 8,000 ohms the amplification factor is 22. AN4 is for

Like others in this range the

filament current is very low, being
.07 ampere at two volts.

HD2 is mainly for high -frequency amplification; its impe-

general purposes; impedance,
1.1,000 ohms, amplification factor

wave rectifiers GN24 and half wave rectifiers GN14 complete a
varied range.

A range of four -volt indirectly heated mains valves includes
types for H.F., Det., and P. stages.

A screen -grid Vatea, SV4soo, is
a feature of the mains series.

FOTOS

VAT EA
MA R KETED
by
Abbey
Radio is the Vatea range of

valves, which consist of two- and

four-volters for the usual H.F.,

detector, L.F., and power stages;
then there are some special
valves,
Vatea
multiple -grid
directly -heated and indirectly heated mains valves, and, finally,
a four -volt rectifying valve with a
D.C. output of 6o milliamperes.
In the two -volt range the
H X2 IC. is the general-purpose
valve, with an impedance of
13,500 ohms and an amplification

factor of 14. The SX2so is the
screen -grid valve, with quite a
high efficiency. The impedance is
only 130,00o ohms, for an amplification factor of 143.
The two -volt super -power valve,

LX23o, with a filament -current
consumption of .3 ampere,, has a
high efficiency; its impedance is

2,85o ohms, and the amplification
factor 6.3.
Three one -volt A.C. mains
valves are included; the filaments
are directly heated from A.C., and
The rated
pass .5 ampere.
efficiency of these valves is high.
The detector, for example, has an

amplification factor of 14 for an
impedance of 6,500 ohms.

MARKETED by the

Con,

certon Radio and Electrical
Co., Ltd., is a range of Fotos

valves. Type BA9 is for general
purposes, having an impedance

of 20,000 ohms and an amplifica-

tion factor of 9. The filament is
economical, taking .05 ampere at
2 volts.

Type BC9 is more useful for

low -frequency amplification; its

impedance is 9,000 ohms for an
amplification factor of 9. Here

the filament is rated at 2 volts
.12 ampere.

Type 131)9, with an impedance

of 4,50o ohms, is suitable as a
power output valve. The ampli-

fication factor is 9. The filament
passes .2 ampere at 2 volts.
In the four -volt Fotos range,
there is type C9 for detection or
low -frequency amplification, wiiir-

an impedance of 7,500 ohms and
an amplification factor of 9. The
filament current is only .06
ampere.

Type D9 is a four -volt power

valve, with
4,50o ohms

an impedance of
and amplification

factor of 9. The filament current
is .2 ampere.

Dsoo is the Fotos pentode and

Cs5o is the Fotos screen -grid
valve.

CRYSTAL CONTROL

READ THIS
There is everything in
favour of buying a comof parts and
nothing against it. You

plete kit

get all the little items,

such as screws, etc., and
your panel is neatly drilled
for you. Moreover, you
are certain that every

component is suitable for

set-that

1.3D2

factor of 5. The filament current

so.

the

The

volume, with an impedance of
3,35o ohms and amplification

28. \VN4 is for resistance -capacity
coupling and IN4 for general
low -frequency amplification. Full -

(coi=trom

is

if

you

ALTHOUGH a piezo-electric crystal is
one of the most stable high -frequency
oscillators known to radio science, it still
falls short of perfection. For instance its
fundamental frequency varies slightly with
temperature. So far as external temperature conditions are concerned, these can be

avoided by mounting the crystal in a

separate casing fitted with a thermostat
control. Unfortunately the internal tem-

purchase an approved kit
such as is sold by Ready

perature of the crystal also varies with the
applied H.F. load, and this in certain cases,

Radio. -

gives rise to an unavoidable frequency

ride "Popular Wireless...

drift.

M. A. L.

surance policy which

.,...... lllllllllllll .....

KITS OF PARTS
CONTINENTAL PORTABLE

HORIZON FOUR
MAXIMUM FOUR
1930 TALISMAN TWO
GRAMO-RADIO TWO

ETC., ETC.
Cash or Easy Terms. Lists on Application

vAVivAnnVIIP2vAlrevAvAinvAnttranvAnF2n

surance given by a Hydra

vA

vA
vA

condenser in your set is worth

PA

VA

vA

vA

vA When Asking
T echnical Queries
vA
FA

VA

rA

each question and also a stamped

r4
FA

;2

FA

your desk.

F.4

1.2

IvA
11.12

rA

plans and layouts cannot be supplied. V4
rA Queries cannot be answered personally IA
ri or by telephone.
vA
n rerArAritintintiF2P1&&riirAP2PrirdrAW2
r4

more than the best of insurance policies signed and in

r.41.

addressed envelope and the coupon rA
which will be found on the last page. is
Rough sketches and circuit diagrams VA

can be provided for the usual query fee.
VA Any drawings submitted should be sent
rA on a separate sheet of paper. \Viring
FA

LONDON BRIDGE, LONDON, S.E.1
'Phone: HOP 5555 (Private Exchange)

PLEASE write briefly

VA A Fee of One Shilling (postal order
O or postage stamps) must accompany
kri

159 BOROUGH HIGH STREET,

you

need never renew. The as-

VA

illINSMImmisms.

What is Hydra but an in-

HYDRA
LOUIS HOLZMAN LTD.
37 Newman Street, W.1
Telephone: Museum 2641

mattur Wirelesi
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----H & B
CONTINENTAL PORTABLE KIT
z Variable condenser .ctoos (Graham Farisl)
...
Reaction condenser .000i (10rum)...
...
I Push pull switch (Pioneer)
2 Valve holders (Fortno)
a Upright holder with terminals (ff.& B.) ...
I Fixed condenser with clip .00nz, (Lissen) ...

4 6
2

9
3
1
2 6
2 0
1 6
0

fixed condenser .0003 ( Lissen )

I Fixed condenser a mid. (Dubilier)
I Fixed condenser 2 mfd. (Dubilier)
I s meg. grid leak (f.issen)
r H.F. choke (Wearite)...
I L.F. transformer (Telsen Radiogrand
Output chokeTLissen)

6

6
O

In telegraphing a picture by the Karolusor Belin systems, light is

Telefunken

6

The effect is to produce a series of unidirec-

tional impulses, and by means of grid bias

6

1

...

.

9
6
8

Cash Price £2 17 11
Included in this kit is wire and full-size blueprint.

3 Milliard or Mazda valves 45/- extra.
Blue Spot 6611 speaker unit 25/-.
Six -Sixty portable speaker unit 13/6.
Six -Sixty cone paper and felt ring 2/-.

anode or cathode of the cell can be connected to the valve. One of the difficulties

reflected from successive points of the in any elaboration of this circuit is the dismoving image on to the cell, and the light tortion at high frequencies, for example,
is interrupted several hundred times a above eight or ten thousand, caused by
second in order to make it intermittent. capacity effects, and there is a fruitful

... 12 6

a Aluminium screen with hole for S.G.
valve (H. & B.)
6 Marked wander plugs (Belling Lee)
2. Spade ends (Belling Lee)

"SOME PHOTO -CELL CIRCUITS AND
THEIR USES" (Continued from page 82)

field here for experiment.
Other types of circuit are those in

these form an alternating current which which the current from the cell is allowed
can be sent on a carrier wave of suitable to charge. up a condenser, as shown in Fig.
6. A voltage much higher than the glow
frequency over the telephone lines.
The first two stages of amplification potential is applied to the photo cell r,
suitable for a television circuit are shown with a condenser shunted across it. When
no light falls on the cell, the condenser
will charge up until when the 'glow potential

is reached, current passes through the cell.

If the filament emission of the valve is
adjusted so that it is just below that of

H. & B. Hand -polished Cabinet with fretted
front, fitted with fine aerial frame and turntable 35/,
as specified, fitted with
',dullard valves, HellenSett H.T., C.A.V. accumulator,

Portable built exactly

Six -Sixty speaker, £10 10 6, Royalty paid.

rt. & B. Special Kit for the 1930 Talisman Two.
Full kit of specified parts with panel and strips
drilled, baseboard and full-size blueprint, 66/-.
CABINETS
KITS
SCREENS
H. & B. CAN SUPPLY YOUR NEEDS.
CARRIAGE PAID ON ALL CASH ORDERS.

H. & B. RADIO CO.,

34, 36, 38, BEAK ST., REGENT ST., W.1.
Gerrard 2631

t°----11--

To Transformer Telephones
Fig. 6.

A smoke detector circuit

the glow discharge current, the discharge
of the condenser will not persist, but the
latter will repeatedly charge and discharge,
so that a series of clicks will be heard in
the telephone. When light falls on the cell,
the glow potential is either not reached, or
the condenser discharges are less frequent,
and the frequency of the note heard in the
telephone either diminishes or the noise
stops altogether.

An apparatus based on these lines is in
in Fig. 5, as given by Campbell & Ritchie, use for the detection of light scattered by
in their book, "Photoelectric Cells." Either smoke.

a

Test proves
it best !

Tunewell Double Magnet
4 -pole balanced armature
adjustable Speaker Unit.

22/6

Read the following extract from the re-

Brookman's
Pass

By -

wave -trap

coils, complete
with fixing brackets,

3/3 each
" Cut-

Tunewell

out," 10/6.

New Dual Range
coil for Reinartz

circuits. X -tapped

on both high and
low waves. Super selective,

10/6

Tunewell Transformers. Ratios 3
to 1 and 5 to 1.
PRICES

8j9 and 12/6

cent " Wireless World" Test Report:-

".

.

. the response is remark-

ably uniform from 300 to
6,000 cycles; below 300 there
is a reduction, but there is a

definite response down to 50
cycles. . . . The general effect
is very pleasing, and we have
no hesitation in placing this
unit in the highest class . . .
the sensitivity is above the
average. . . ."

Hear this new Tunewell

Speaker Unit-its tone is
amazing and it handles enor-

mous power without rattle
or distortion.
From your dealer or address
below.

Price 22/6

Full range of Tunewell Loudspeakers

from 28/6 to £3 : 3 : 0
Write for New Lists giving full particulars of
Tunewell Speakers and Coils

TURNER IS CO.

54 Station Road, New Southgate, N.11

AT THE MAZDA VALVE WORKS
WHEN the B.T.H., Ediswan, and speed up production. To give an example,

Cosmos organisations pooled their one new machine can turn out ten thousand
resources last year we looked forward to valve " pinches " per day, compared with
big developments from this immense radio the six hundred odd that were the maximerger. Some idea of the size of the com- mum possible with the former machinery.
bine can be gathered from the fact that the In the various processes inspected there
total invested capital is in the region of was ample evidence of a general changenine million pounds. And behind this over to plant capable of turning out valves

capital is considerable experience and at a very much greater rate than press:ously.
Two of the stages that particularly ;.1research in valve manufacture, dating back

to the early days of the war, when valves terested the writer were the final evacuation of residual gases by means of a high were first produced.
That we were justified in our interest in frequency coil held for a few seconds over
the merger is quite evident from the the glass bulb of the valve, and the test for
extraordinary efficiency of the present microphonics, done by tapping the valve
Mazda valves. The manufacturers recently under operating conditions and observing
invited us to visit the Cosmos Works at whether any microphonic noises arc set up
Brimsdown, where Mazda valves are now in a near -by loud -speaker. This test is very
ruthless and certainly accounts for the good
being turned out in a big way.
We have been asked to stress the fact performance of Mazda valves in portable
that Mazda valves, which are distributed sets.
Two interesting " side-shows " ought to
by the sales organisation of the Ediswan
Electric Co., Ltd., of ra Newman Street, be reported. One was a loud -speaker set
London, are being mass-produced to cope employing only one valve. Good quality
with the great demand that is considered signals were being picked up by this new
Mazda A.C. pentode. The other hook-up
inevitable during the next season.
In preparation for this demand we see showed batches of Mazda super -power
huge stacks of all types of Mazda valves valves to good advantage. Driving a
are piling up at the works. Walking moving -coil loud -speaker, they were rethrough these works, we were impressed sponsible for reproduction of exceptionally
with the new automatic plant designed to fine quality.
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REALISTIC

UROAIDCAST 1111.LF1-10NY

Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order wavelengths. For the purpose of better comparison,
the power indicati is aerial energy.
Kilo. Station and Power I
Power
KiloKilo. Station and Power

Metres

Call Sign

cycles

(Kw.)

GREAT BRITAIN
(5S\V) 15.0
0.13
1.0
45.0

.2,50o Leeds

7,238 Belfast
.261 x,2-48 London Nat
*288.5 1,040 Newcastle
288.5 7,040 Swansea
288.5 r,o4o Stoke-on-Trent

1.0
0.13
0.13
0.13

288.5 1,040 Sheffield
288.5 1,040 Plymouth
288.5 1,040 Liverpool

288.5 /,040 Hull
288.5 .r,o4o Edinburgh
288.51,040 Dundee
288.5 2,040 Bournemouth
288.5 1,040 Bradford
*301
995 Aberdeen
*310
968 Cardiff
*356
842 London Reg.
*377
797 Manchester
753 Glasgow
626 Midland Reg.

*399
*479
1,551

0.130.13

0.13
0.35
0.13

*246
*283
*352
*453
*317

5'1 Vienna

0.5
0.5
9.0
0.5
00 0

BELGIUM
1,460 Antwerp

206
210
216

0.4
0.25

2,397 Chatelineau
2,391

Brussels

(Conference) 0.25
1.256 Binche
0.3
244.7 1,220 Ghent
0.25
246 1,218 Schaerbeek
0.5
338
887 Forest
3.0
*50)
590 Brussels
1.0
239

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
1,239 MorayskaOstrava 10.0
*279 1,076 Bratislava
12.5
294.61,0/8 Kosice
2.0
*342
878 Brunn (Brno)
12.0
*457
617 Prague (Praha)
5.0
0263

DENMARK

*281
1,153

0.75

260 Kalundhorg

7.5

748 Reval (Tallinn)

FINLAND
1,355 Helsinki
267 Lahti

*221
*1,796

329

345.2
3252,59

447
460

1,440
*1,725

6941

Ei,

l'iTal,,Puarriasien......... 1U

8.0
0S
5.0

779 Radi, Toulouse,
671

644

.,Pari'Etat) ....
.t. yot (prr)

207 EilleTower .
274 Radi, //axis

1'.0
16.0

HOLLAND
31.28 9,599 Eindhoven (PCJ) 30,0
*299 1,004 11 uizen (between 11.40 a.m.
and 5.40
B.S.T.)

*1,071
*1,071

1.5

10.0
40.0

210
550

*1,200

20.7 1o,z80 Radio Experimental (Paris)

1,774 St. Quentin
210 1,430 Radio Touraine
219.91,364 I3eziers
219,9 1,364 Fecamp
237 1,265 Bordeaux (Radio
175

Sud-Ouest)

1,255 Nimes
1,200 Juan-les-Pins
1,17/ Toulouse (PTT)
z,/30 Lille (PrT)
1,102 Rennes IPTT)

7,046 Ilion tpellier
11287
1,0.14 Radio 1Yons
294.8 1,017 Li naoge, (PTT)

280 Scheveningen -

6.5
6.5

Haven 5.0

6.5
260 Hilversum
HUNGARY
1,430 Budapest (Csepel) 1.0
"0 0
545 Budapest
ICELAND
250 Reykjavik
16.0
(shortly testing)

0.5
0.3
0.7

1.0
0.25
0.5
1.5
0.7
0.5
0.3
0.5
0.5

1,337 Cork (IFS)
725 Dublin (2RN)
ITALY
25.4 and 80 Rome (3R0)

*225
*413

291
332

381
*441
453

*501
*525

*1,935

1,030 Turin (Torino)
905 Naples (Napoli)
788 Genoa (Genova)
68o Rome (Roma)
662 Bolzano (II3Z)
599 Milan (Milano)

LATVIA
572 Riga
LITHUANIA

a55 Kaunas ............

1.0
1.0
9.0
7.0
1.5
1.0
50.0
0.3
7.0
7.0

cycles

(Kw.)

Call Sign

NORTH AFRICA
365
410

1,250
3138

445
453
453
455
*403

214
234
*313
*135
381
184
*408
1,411

674 Rjultan
662 Nidaros
662 Tromso

659.3Porsgrund

6o8 Oslo
POLAND
1,400 Warsaw (2)
7,283 Lodz
959 Cracow
896 Poznan
788 Lvov
780 Wilno
734 Katowice
2/2.5 Warsaw

0.18
1.2
0.1
0.7

2.0
1.5
0.5
1.2
2.0
0.5
10.0
8.0

416.6 Moscow (PIT)

20.0

20.0
375 Kiev ...
25.0
364 Sverdlovsk
00,0
300 Leningrad
10.0
283 Tiflis
10.0
279 Rostov (Don)
272 Moscow Popoff 40.0
23o Moscow-Stchelkovo

(C.C.S.P.) 100.0
10.0
217.5 Bakon

SPAIN

x,193 Barcelona
(EAJ15) 0.5
266.7 1,125 Barcelona
251

(EA J13)

*349
368
424
462
135
231
*257

5.0

8r5 Seville (EA J5)
707 Madrid (EA J7)
649 San Sebastian

SWEDEN
2,222 Motala
1,301 Malmo

(EA J8)

./,/60 Darby

239.8 13oden

222.5 Motala

SWITZERLAND

307
432
574.7

standardise it for its fine performance

-you will get the same unspoiled

reproduction in your cone -speaker

if you use the Six Sixty Cone -

TURKEY
245.9 Istanbul
153 Ankara
YUGOSLAVIA
976 Zagreb (Agram)
694 Belgrade

522 Ljubljana

but be sure to use the Six -Sixty
Cone -Speaker Assembly. Price 15 -

*SR XV)/

CONE -SPEAKER,
ASSEMBLY
Mode by the wakets of the fanteht, Six -Sixty rave,

Vx-Sixty Radio Co., Ltd., Six -Sixty House,

17,18 Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, W.1
Telephooe

;

1/4

F"'''
1
i!2*'174f

From Our ewn Correspondent

MR. LEES s \IITH informed Mr. Day

Museum 0110,7

0.5
60.0
0.6
10.0

0.6
30.0

1.0
0.63
0.6
0.25
0.25
5.0
7.0
0.7

2.5
2.5

All wavelengths marked with an

to the Plan de Prague.

ELECTRIFY YOUR
PRESENT SET

THE EASY WAY

WHILE on your holidays send your set to The
Specialists in All -Electric Radio. We will
adopt it for mains drive, H.T., or H.7'. and L.T.

Cost of conversion saved by elimination of
battery renewals. Quotation by return upon
receipt of set or adequate description of set and
valves employed. State if-A.G. or D.C. and
voltage.

Among the many sets recently converted with
wonderful results are . . . COSSOR MELODY
MAKER . . MULLARD MASTER ORGOLA
SETS . . . 1930 MAGIC THREE . . . THIS
YEAR'S MAGIC FOUR . . . 1930 TITAN
THREE . . . THE ECONOMY THREE. .
ECKERSLEY THREE.

KITSWe&
ACCESSORIES, ETC.
specialise in deferred payments for all AIM
miscellaneons

WIJ RELES§i.ir;-.PAPLIAM ENT

Make your own

Speaker Assembly.

cone -speaker -in your own home -

1.5
2.0

asterisk have been allotted according
7.0

ASSEMBLY.
True-to-life realism is a feature of a
cone -speaker made with the Six Sixty Cone - Speaker Assembly.
Many well-known set manufacturers

(BAD.) 8.0

743 Berne
*403
653 Zurich
*459
678.7 442 Lausanne
395 Geneva
760
297 Basle
1,010
*1,220
1,961

CONE SPEAKER

860 Barcelona

0.5
272.1 1,102 Falun
10.5
932 Goteborg
68g Stockholm (tests) 60.0
1.0
554 Sundsvall
0.6
389 Ostersund

*322
*436
*542
*770
1,251
*1,348

qhis
SIX -SIXTY

..60.0

PORTUGAL

1,380

..sar-efitt;

72o Radio Maroc
(Rabat) 10.0
0,6
240 Tunis Kasbah
NORWAY
1.0
824 Bergen
0.7
815 Frederiksstacl

937.6 Lisbon (CTIAA) 0.25
ROUMANIA
12.0
761 Bucharest
*391
RUSSIA
720
800
824
1,000
1,060
1,073
1,103
*1,304

4Jan

13n
tt

82 r Algiers (PTT) ... 10.0

320

p.m.

28o Huizen

IRISH FREE STATE

1.4
0.1

Metres

364

(Rteas,t,ILsh(oprailrYil)

0.5
4.0
*227 2,319 Hurter
....... 3.0
*227 1,319 AacLa ........... 0.35
232.2 1,290 Kiel .................... 0.35
*259 1,256 Numberg ......... 2.0
244 1,227 Cass, ............ 0.25
*253 1,184 Gleiyitz ............ 2.0
*259 1,157 Leip,i, ............ 2.5
0.25
*270 1,112 Haist'slautern
*275.81,087 Konigsberg ...... 2.5
0.5
*283 1,058 Mag(eburg
*283 1,058 Berlin (E) ........ . 0.5
0.5
*283 1,058 Stettin
*316.8 947 Bremen ......... 0.35
0.25
937.6Dresien .
923 Bresan ......... 1.5
*325
1.5
*360
833 Stuttgart
1.5
8o6 Ilarnbur.,
*372
1.5
770 Frankfurt
*390
7..5
716 Berlin
*418
0.25
662 Danzig
*453
15.0
*473
635 Lanpenberg
1.5
563 Munich
*533
0.35
,36 Hanover
*560
0.25
530 Augsburg
565
0.35
527 Freiburg
570
"60
*1,635
283.5Zeesen
10.0
1,635
283.5Norddeich

FRANCE

299
250
256
265
*272
286

9/4 Grenbie (PTT)

(Kw.)
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.5

GERM

*1,875

ESTONIA

401

::33210°

on d

CjCsiga
980 Bord..aax (pTT)
..
970 Radwitus
950 Mars lles (PTT)

cycles

1.0*218 7,373 Flemrg
au ........
*227 2,379 Colo! ..........

0.13
1.0
1.0
30.0
1.0
1.0
25.0

193 Daventry (Nat.) 25.0
AUSTRIA.
1,220 Linz
1,058 Innsbruck
851 Graz
666 Klagenfurt

Metres
306
309

25.53 11,752 Chelmsford
*200
*242

f

REPRODUCTION

L1,193 197. 7d. The Post Office expenses
in connection with these prosecutions, less
the sums awarded by the courts as costs,
were borne out of the Post Office share of
the revenue from wireless licences. The
fines were not received by the Post Office,
but were paid over to the Exchequer.

According to a report from the Assistant
that the aumber of prosecutions Trade Commissioner, the Government of
undertaken by tle Post Office during the India has taken over control of all radio
twelve months cided flay 31, 1930, for broadcasting and it appears that all stathe use of wifEess receiving apparatus tions will be operated as a Government
ithout a licenc, was 1,029. Convictions monopoly. The Indian Government has
were obtained in ,024 cases, the remaining purchased all assets of the Indian Broadfive cases beim dismissed for various casting Company amounting to approxireasons. The tot{ amount of the fines and mately ):21,600. The Government will
costs imposed by the courts was assume full control.

components,

10/8 for
5

EXIDE
120 volt W.H. Type, H.T. Accumn8/6

later,

Balance in
liy1 mopnathy:

meats

ONLY tappings.
SEND

etc.

accessories,

REGENTONE
SEND Model W.5 Portable H.T. Eliminator

complete with

charge'.

crates, dry

ONLY

of

Balance in
11 month ly payments
of

THE FARRAND INDUCTOR
in
SPEAKER GIVES Balance
SEND
I; mpriantyh:

MOVING COIL

6/8

ONLY

Rir SULTS

PETO SCOTT

ments

of

CO.
LTD.

77 City Rd., London, E.C.1. Phone: Clerkenwell 94067.8. 62 High Holborn, London, W.C.1. Phone:
01.
Chancery 8260. 4 Manchester St., Liverpool
Phone: Central 2104. 83 Whitelow 114. _,111`"" 0/ Y.
tit
N.,
Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manche,
0110
06 1.
ter. Phone: Chorlton%V.
0161
-Hardy
cu nt
stip 01 I ..... "'..
S
2028.
0100

.

001' id.t0' (100

"'.

A W26/7

FULL-SIZE

CRYSTAL SETS (6d. each)
B.B.C. Broolanan's Pzrl: Set
..
AW205
WM t76
Regional Crystal Set
ONE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
AW2.08
13.13.C. Official One
..
.. WM DA
Hartley Single-valver
TWO -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
ANI/i90
...
i.oud-speaker America Two
...
talisman Two (D, Trans)
. AWI94
AW215
British Broadcast Two (D, Trans)
..

Trans-

Output

Pentode

former-It should be noted that the
as stated in the advertisement on
page 63 of our issue dated July to.

KIT OF
PARTS for
" TALISMAN 2"
" HORIZON 4 "

and all "A.W." Sets.
sent free on request.
Parts as specified.
radio sup35 OXFORD STREET Everything
plied without delay.
LONDON, W.1
Satisfaction GuaranWrite NOW for full details

teed. Carriage paid on

'Phone: Gerrard 3346.

all orders.

retry -ems: Equipregine, London.

SCREENS

I

PAR EX)
I

VALVE
HOLDERS

jra the

PORTABLE

CONTINENTAL
Special Screen, as specified
Pares S.C. Valve -holder

1/3

AW2.38

AW239
NVIA1166

WMI77
WM182

.. WM187

THREE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)

" CONTINENTAL
PORTABLE "

RADIO CO.

AW226
AW229
AW230

Easy -tune Two (D, Trans)
avelets Two (D, Trans)
No -battery A.C. Mains Two (D. Trans)
No -battery Gramo-radio 2 (D, Trans)
1930 Talisman 2 (D, Trans)
..
..
Brookman's 'I'wo (D, Trans,
Programme Two (D, 'Prang)
..
.
New Crusader (D, Trans)
..
..
..
Radio -Record Two (SG. Di
Gleaner Two (D, Trans)

price of this transformer is Lr rs., and not

P.

BLUEPRINTS

When ordenmple:_se send Postal Order, NOT STAMPS

nector was used.

Varley
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It is interesting to note that in order to
obviate any risk of the connection to the
screen -grid valve of the receiver used on
the Ringford-Smith transatlantic flight
coming loose, a Belling -Lee anode con-

'

... AWt 99
All -wave High-rnag. Three (D, 2 Trans)
.. ... AW2ot
Knife-edge Three (D, RC, Trans)
Talisman Two -three (D, RC, 'Frans) a
.. AW203a
Wide World short-wave Three (HF, D.,
... AW209
Everybody's Three (SG, D, Trans)
...
1930 Ether Searcher (SG, D, Trans) ..
... AW2 I t
New All -Britain Three (HF, D, Trans)
lest -by -Ballot Three (SG, D, Trans) Price 4d.
free with copy of "AW"
.. .. AW2 I7
.
.. AWizo
Brookman's By-pass Three (D, 2 *Trans)
Everybody's all -electric Three (SG, D, Trans)

.. AW223
1930 Clarion Three (SG, D Trans) ...
.. AW233
Beginner's Regional Three (D, zLF) ..
.. WMz17
Standard Coil 'Three (HF, D, Trans) ..
.. WM157
Fanfare (D, 2 Trans)
..
..
.. Wmi6 i
Brookman's Three (SG, D, Trans)
...,
.. WM t 64
..
Community Three (D, RC, Trans)
..
..
.
New Q3 (SG, D, Pentode)
Brookman's Push -Pull Three (SG, D, Trans) 1./6 WMI7o
Celerity Three (SG, 0, Trans)
...
.. WM178
All -nations Three (D, 2 'Frans) ...
.. WM 179
Inceptordyne (SG, D, Pentode)
..
Brookman's A.C. Three (SG, D, Trans) 1/6
..
. WM t 90
Music Marshal (D, 2 'Frans) ..
Gramo-Radio D.C. Three (SG, D, Trans) .. WMi 96
Concert 'I'hree (D, 2 Trans)

.
FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

Clarion

All -electric Three (SG, D, Trans-

PAGE
CATALOGUE

A.C. Rectifier) ..
Music-Lover's Gramo-radio (SG, D, RC,
Trans)-is. 6d.
Music -Lover's Gramo-radio (Loud-speaker/AW2o2n
is.
..
..
horizon Four (SG, D, 2 Trans) ..
AW237
Standard -coil Four (HF, D, 21(C)
WMI22
Dominions Four (2SG, D, 'I'rans)
..
WMe34
Arrow (SG, HE, D, Trans)
..
NAA/M1584
[93o Monodial (2SG, 0, 'Frans)
Electric Four (All A.C.-SG, D, 1(C, Trans) .. WM tea
Brockman's Four (2SG, D, Trans)
WM,74
Transportable Four (SG, D, 2 RC)
.. WM Itto
..
WMI89
Super Q (SG, D, 2 Trans)
Lodestone Four (HF, D, RC, Trans) ..
WM t93
Searcher's Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) ..
WM194
Invitation Four (SG, 0, RC, Trans) ..
WM2o1

Crammed with illustrations and details of all
sorts of fascinating and useful gear, at very
reasonable prices.

James Quality Five (2SG, D, RC, Trans)
AW227
All -wave Lodestone Five (HF, D, RC,
Push. WM t 46

Screens for all Circuits.

2/ -

From Stock

10 FeatherstoneBuiIdings,

E. PAROUSSI lig Holborn,ndon,W C. I
Phone: Chancery 7010.

72

RADIO

ELECTRICAL

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
MOTORS

GENERATORS

Just send a stamped envelope.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,

218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4
isCity 0191.

Electradix, Cent, London.

FIVE -VALVE SETS (ls. 6d. each)

193,0 Five (21117, D, RC,

Trans)

Dual -screen Five (2SG, D, RC, Trans)
Radio -Record Five (SG, D, Trans -parallel) .. WM z 88
Overseas Five (3SG, D, 'Trans)
.. WM191

AMPLIFIERS (1s. each)

AN. Gramophone Amplifier

Brookman's Separator (1 -IF Unit)
Two -valve Amplifier
..

"Mag " Gramo Unit
Concentrator Kb. Unit

..

AW2o 5

AW212

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Post free to any part of the world: 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s.'6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to "Bernard Jones

...

....

Publications, Ltd.''

General Correspondence is to be brier and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, according to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Mana2er, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

WM183

By-pass Unit (Wavetrap) with copy "AW"--,scl. ANA/218
" Twin" Brookman's By-pass (6d.)
AW222
"A.W." Paper Loud -speaker
AW23 t
Aw23z
James H.T and L.T. Charging Unit ..

Simplest H.T. Eliminator for D.0 Mains
Simplest H.T. Eliminator for A.C. Mains
.. ..
Choke Output Unit

..

..
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains
"W.M." Linen -diaphragm
..
Brookman's "Wipe-outs"
Short-wave adaptor for Overseas. 'Five
Staminator Unit for A.C. Mains

.

.. AWz34
.. AWz36
.. AW240

WM149

... WM t72
VMtoc)

PORTABLE SETS

Holiday Portable Three (D, RC, Trans)
Music Leader, (SG, D. RC, Trans) with
copy "AW'
Merry -maker Portable (6,2 Trans) ..
Sunshine Three (SG.HF, SG.D Trans)
Continental Portable (SG, D, Trans) .
Waylarer vortabie (Super Het)
Pedlar Portable Two (D, Trans)
Pedlar Portable Three D, 2 Trans)
..
James Portable SG3 (SG, D, Trans) ..

AWL:2

/-

AW2o3
AW228
AW235
AW241

1/_

WwmA1195
37

WM197
WMzo3

//if-

i/6
T /-

//-

Copies of the "Wireless Magazine" and of "Amateur Wireless" con_
laining descriptions of any of these sets can be obtained at Is. 34. ant 41.
respectively. post free. Index letters " A,W," refer to " Amateur
W.21 " to " Wireless Magazine" sets.

Wireless " sets and

AMATEUR WIRELESS

this

head

are

charged

DEPOSIT SYSTEM

As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for the

bona fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publisher;

the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.

This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of SI
and under, and is. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
tees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
(Cheques cannot be

Postal Order or Registered Letter
accepted), addressed to

"AMATEUR WI RELFSS," '
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

58/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4
DECORATE

YOUR

LOUD -SPEAKER

YOURSELF.

'transfers giving painted effects on Fabric, Wood, Metal,
etc. Sample and catalogue 1/-. A.W., Axon Ltd., Jersey,
England.
ENGINEERS-novice or expert-£300, £400, £500 per

year or more is within your grasp. In our Handbook

' ENGINEERING OP PORT UNITIES," Prof. A. M. Low
explains where the good posts abound. This handbook has

shown the way to better things to over 20,000 of your
fellows. It contains details of A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.A.E.. A.M.I.Struct.E., Alatric, C. and G.,
G.P.O., etc. Examinations, outlines home study courses
in all branches of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless Engineering and shows the unique advantages of our

Appointments Department. Why stay in the "Hammer

and File Brigade? " Send for our free- Handbook at once,

stating Branch, Post or Exam. which interests you.British Institute of Engineering Technology, 100 Shakespeare House, 29-31 Oxford Street, London, W.1.
SOLDER, specially prepared for radio joints, 2ft.

strip; 6d., post, free. --C. 0. Pattison, 548, Shields )toad,
Netreastle-ontyne.
BANKRUPT BARGAINS.--Faradex Transformers, 3/3;

l'olar Ideal S.31 , 4/6; S.L.F., .0005, 2/6; Differential, 3/6;

.0001, Polar, 2/-. S.M. Dials, 1/6. Triotron Cone Units
8/6; Bullphone, 6/6; ditto B.A., 9/-. R.C.C. Units, 3/-,
Dual Coils, 8/-. II.F. Chokes, 116. D.C. Mains Units. Sets.
3 -valve, complete, speaker, 92/6.
Portables, 5 -valve,
£6/10/0. List free. Carriage extra.-Below.
Three -valve kits complete, dual coil, Faradex transformers,

condensers, S.M. dials, 30/, or with valves, panel, cabinet,
£3. Speaker Ribs: Triotron Unit, cabinet, cone, 15/,
Valves : British, 2 v. O.P., 4/6; power, 6/6; S.G., 10/-;

pentode, 11/6, guaranteed.-Butlin, 143b Preston Road,

Brighton.

EASY TERMS
We SPECIALISE in the supply of all
Good Quality Radio Sets, Components
and accessories on Easy Terms. We
will give you efficient service. Send

us your list of requirements and a
quotation will be sent by return.

AW224
W111169

Radio -Record Amplifier (DC Mains)

A.C. Mains Amplifier

under

THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS.

AW2 6

MISCELLANEOUS (1s. each)
Short-wave Adaptor (I v.)
AWIS3
..
Simplest FIT. Unit
..
.
AW197
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear..
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements

58-61

TTER LANE

LONDON, E.C4

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY

11 Oat Lane, Noble St., London, E.C.2
NATIONAL 1977

THE STANDARD

PLUG-IN COIL
Sold everywhere from 1/ DX COILS Ltd, London, E.8

EVERYMAN'S
WIRELESS

By ERNEST H. ROBINSON (5

Y.M.)

A handy book telling in plain, non-

technical language all that the average
man needs to know about Wireless.

CAS SELL'S

;flatcar Wireiesj

3/6 net.

COUPON
Available until Saturday
AUGUST 2, 1930

JULY 26, 1930

Ll

eniute"Wieks,5

-THE LEADING COIL--*
"We're Fluxite

and Solder-

The reliable pair,
Famous for
Soldering,

Known everywhere !

Wherever we goWe're invited to
stay,
For WE make
Soldering
Merely child's

play !"

Fee that Fluxite and Solder are always by you-in Lis house, garage, workshop
-anywhere where simple, speedy soldering is needed. They cost so little but
will make scores of everyday articles last years longer ! For Pots, Pans, Silver

and Brassware ; RADIO ; odd jabs in the garage-there's always something
useful for Fluxite and Solder to do.

ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE.

Hardening Tools and Case Hardening.
Ark f:-- Leaflet on improved method.
FLUXITE SOLDERING SET,
:rnpfp to use and lasts for years in constant

All Hardware and Ironmongery
Stores sell Flusite in tins, Sd.,

MANUFACTURERS FOR TEN
YEARSP-AND STILL THE FORE-

MOST IN DESIGN & QUALITY
To lead the field of coil manufacturers is an achievement.
But to maintain that position for over ten years in -face of
fierce competition is a performance of which we are justly
proud. The use of " Wearite " Coils and components

assures the constructor's success in his work, as every
" \Vearite " product carries our guarantee of perfection.
Once again " \Vearite " Coils have been specified for the
famous Talisman Coils in the " Talisman Two."
QUM Range TALISMAN COILS CP=0

1,4 and 2 S.

Aerial

Range

10/6

200,550
1000-1800

Anode or H.F.

i

7/6

I

BINOWAVE COILS 1930 Lc:=1

use. ,firontains special `small -space' soldering
iron ci.ith non -heating metal handle; pocket

A type Unit, Aerial
C or D type Unit, Anode

blow -lamp, Fluxite, Solder, etc; and lull intructicns.
COMPLETE 7/6, or LAMP only 2/6.

}

17/ -

H.F.
BY-PASS
UNIT

4/6
EACH

Sole manufacturers under licence.

Wearite co-nsmsnts are oY.:3!"13).7?

FLUXITE LTD.,

Write for free

from all good radio stops.

Illustrated Lis;
NO IV.

(Dept. 326)
EOTHERH1THE, S E.16

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

'

WWA

COMPONENTS
WRIGHT & WEAIRF, LTD.

740, HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.17
342

Telephone: Tottenham 384718.

11110111MOINOMMS1111

FOURSOME
With this portable, which has been

designed for easy construction, alternative programmes at good speaker
strength, will be available almost
everywhere.

Read, in the August Number of the
" Wireless Magazine," now on sale,
about this efficient set, which incorporates many of the points you want
in a good Pov able, one -knob tunfng,
unusual selectivity, etc.

Other Contents of the

" WIRELESS MAGAZINE "
The Unive: sal Push-pull Amplifier, adaptable for use
with any set-Making the 1930 Binowave Coils by W.
James-Found, an alternative programme, by W. Hadfield
Craven-The New Lodestone Three, with constant H.F.
neutralising on all waves-Mains power for your PortableThe Outspan Short-wave Unit, makes ultra -short wave reception possible with almost any set-Tested sets: Philips
Portable, .Gecophone Battery Three-valver, Gambrel! All electric Two-Give us Better British Sets by Alan S. Hunter

-Around the Turntable, records reviewed by Whitaker
Wilson-What is the Pressure from a Pick-up ? by J. H. Reyner.

The August

WIRELESS

I

MAGAZINE
Is now on Sale.

Get Yours NOW !

Wtrelesi

JULY 2,6",' 1930
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TRADE

M ARK

W

204-6

Street,
Great Portland (Sh3ffield

AW'SONManchester
H. C. Rarsonage,

Wales:
St. CO., LIMITED,
Scotland and North22 St. Mary's

F. A. II1JGIIEShorn
D

and

England, Road, Sliffield ;

for Nort v)01-ondon
LTD.,
London),

P

)
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